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The problem with which this investigation is concerned

is that of determining the ability of economically disad-

vantaged black children to comprehend a specific grammatical

operation, the non-identity requirement of pronominalization.

In addition, the study is also concerned with describing

selected characteristics of the language of the subjects in

the study through the utilization of a task of imitation.

The subjects of the study were forty-eight black chil-

dren who were between the ages of four and ten years. All

subjects were from families in which the natural parents were

living together in the same household. The parents and chil-

dren were native residents of the area and were recipients

of federal welfare aid. None of the subjects in the study

had histories of physiological, psychological, neurological,

or auditory problems, and none were presently enrolled in

rehabilitative language programs. A general estimate of

intelligence was provided by the administration of the

Columbia Mental Maturity Scale.
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The task of comprehension emphasized each subject's

ability to understand the non-identity requirement of pro-

nominalization. A list of fifteen sentences was read to

each subject. Ten of the sentences contained the non-iden-

tity requirement which restricts the pronoun in the sentence

from referring to someone who is named in the sentence. In

response to specific questions regarding each sentence, each

subject selected the referent of the only pronoun in each

sentence by pointing to the toy figures which symbolized

the referents. All responses were recorded on a tape recorder.

The analysis of results from the task of comprehension was

conducted by noting the total number of correct responses

which each subject attained. A correct response was inter-

preted as being the selection by the subject of the correct

referent for each sentence's pronoun. Based upon the number

of correct responses, a percentage was computed for each

subject.

The task of imitation necessitated the subjects' repeti-

tion of the fifteen stimulus sentences. All responses were

recorded on a tape recorder and subsequently copied in broad

phonetic transcription. The imitative responses of the sub-

jects were investigated for the purpose of describing those

grammatical and phonological characteristics which occurred

most often in the language of the subjects of the study.

The results of the investigation into the subjects'

comprehension of the non-identity requirement of pronominalization
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indicated a gradual and uniform pattern of development, with

mastery of comprehension occurring between seven and eight

years of age. The four year-old subjects scored no higher

than sixty per cent comprehension, while the five year-olds

scored no lower than seventy per cent and no higher than

ninety per cent, The six year-old group contained three,

out of the total eight, subjects who scored one hundred per

cent, but also contained three subjects who scored eighty

per cent. The seven, eight, and nine year-old groups, how-

ever, contained no subjects who scored less than ninety per

cent, and differed among each other only in the progres-

sively larger number of subjects who scored one hundred per

cent.

The task of imitation indicated that, based upon changes

which the subjects made in the stimulus sentences, the most

common language characteristics of the children in the

study were omission of "is" and "was," omission of the "-s"

suffix indicating third person singular present tense, omis-

sion of possessive "'s," changes in the form of "th" words,

and substitution of "have" for "has" as a main verb.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The difficulty encountered by economically disadvan-

taged black children in the public schools of the United

States is a topic of grave concern to American educators,

sociologists, and others who are concerned with the welfare

of all children. The literature contributed by such research-

ers as Jensen (28), Shockley (43), Guthrie and Thomas (21),

Deutsch (11), Eels (14), Brazziel (7), Havighurst (23),

Stewart (49), Dillard (12), Banks (l), Green (20), Johnson

and Simons (32), and Erickson and others (18) has focused

on a variety of aspects related to the education of black

children, and has commonly cited such factors as cultural

deprivation, linguistic deprivation, and genetic inferiority

as contributors to the educational plight of the black child.

The preceding literature has also cited the failure of such

programs as Head Start and public school remedial English

and language programs to obtain satisfactory results with

black children. The continued failure of educational agencies

to substantially curtail the failure pattern of these children,

with its consequences of further academic and economic

failure, coupled with the demands of the civil rights move-

ment for the admission of black persons into the American

1
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economic mainstream, has made progress in the area of black

education a high priority commitment of education in the

1970's.

During the past decade, substantial advancement has

been made by linguists, particularly Labov (35), Stewart

(46), Shuy (44), Baratz (3), and Wolfram (57), in describing

the language used by economically disadvantaged black children;

this language is often referred to as Black English. Yet,

while these studies have provided information emphasizing

that Black English is different, not deficient, that it is

a language system capable of expressing logical thought, and

that no language system is better than another, many educa-

tors and researchers, such as Bernstein and Henderson (4),

Lawton (37), Raph (42), Blank (5), Engelmann (17), and Deutsch

(11), have persisted in the opinion that the language of the

economically disadvantaged child is deficient. Furthermore,

the literature of the field, particularly in the studies of

Hewett (24), Harm (22), Krauss and Hotter (33), Ellis (16),

and Dunn (13), describes the moral and intellectual qualities

which may be attributed to a child based upon the charac-

teristics of his spoken language, and the role of these judg-

ments in teacher prophecy-fulfillment and the self-concept

of the child.

The literature related to language development stresses

the need for more research, particularly with respect to the

developmental course of all children's language, stages of
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development and language comprehension of children. The

same avenues of study need to be scrutinized with respect

to the language of black children, as well as evaluation of

black children's comprehension of standard English, and dif-

ferences between standard English and Black English. Studies

of particular interest and value would be those describing

the development of such grammatical elements and operations

as negation, interrogation, contraction, possession, ad-

jectivial usage and pronominalization. While these subjects

have been studied with regard to the language of white chil-

dren by Bloom (6), C. Chomsky (9), N. Chomsky (10), Menyuk

(40), Templin (51), and others, very little has been done to

describe comparative development among black children.

Equally as important as the above considerations is

making the results of such research describing the language

of black children available to the widest possible audience

for the purpose of dismissing irresponsible and unvalidated

hypotheses as well as for implementing more realistic educa-

tional goals.

Statement of the Problem

The subject of this study was to ascertain the capabil-

ity of economically disadvantaged black children from the

North Texas area to comprehend the non-identity requirement

of pronominalization,
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Purposes of the Study

The purposes of this study were (1) to describe the

stages of development in the comprehension of a grammatical

operation (pronominalization, non-identity requirement) in a

selected group of economically disadvantaged black children,

and (2) to describe selected common characteristics of

langauge used by the subjects in the study.

Guideline Questions

For the purposes of this study, the following guide-

line questions have been formulated:

1. What are the important research needs concerned

with the language of economically disadvantaged black

children?

2. What research has been done regarding the language

of economically disadvantaged black children?

3, What is the pattern of development in the compre-

hension of the non-identity requirement of pronominaliza-

tion by a group of economically disadvantaged black children?

4. What similarities and differences are apparent in

the development of the non-identity requirement of pro-

nominalization by the black children in this study and the

white middle class children of C. Chomsky's study?

5. What changes occur in the surface structure of the

responses of a group of black children on a task of 
verbal

imitation?
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6. What differences appear between the responses of

older and younger black children on a task of verbal imita-

tion?

7. What procedures appear to be feasible means of

investigating the development of grammatical proficiency of

black children?

Background and Significance of the Study

Language is more than a symbolic system culminating in

communication between human beings--it is a form of social

behavior which is responded to in much the same manner as

the speaker's actions; it is the means by which the speaker

attempts to control the sometimes chaotic state of his envi-

ronment; it is an embodiment and expression of the speaker's

culture. In short, language ultimately becomes an expression

of each human being's total self which he presents to other

human beings. Most children entering school have five or six

years of exposure to a language ; this language reflects, a

complex background of culture, environment , socio-ecoomic

circumstances, personality, race, and other factors which

compose the total experience of the individual, The black

child from a low socio-economic level brings to school with

him a myriad of traits which identify him as being from a

culture which is different from that of the middle-class

school culture, and, aside from the factor of skin pigmenta-

tion, no trait is more obvious than his spoken language.

Among the obstacles to his academic success is not only the
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necessity of decoding to Black English the oral and written

standard English symbols with which he is confronted, but

learning the mores of his middle class peers, and being

exposed to the possible ridicule of those peers and either

the intentional or unintentional deprecation of his language

by teachers. Numerous studies have dealt with the generaliza-

tion of educational background, intelligence, morality, and

socio-economic level from the language of the speaker, such
as Bernstein and Henderson (4), Harms (22), Ellis (16),
Dunn (13), Eisenberg and others (15), Krauss and Rotter (33),

Williams (53), Shuy (44), and Ponder (41). Wolfram (54)

noted the effect of dialect upon racial isolation; Hewett

(24) described the negative personality qualities attributed

to speakers of non-standard dialects by prospective English

teachers, and Caplan and Ruble (8) related that teachers

correlate dullness with use of dialect and respond negatively
to those speakers who speak it. It is a reasonable assumption,

then, that dialectal interference alone may be a factor in
the academic failure of the economically disadvantaged black
child, but coupled with the negative self-image which may
develop as a result of a teachers' unaccepting attitude

toward language which departs from standard English, the task
of communicating with and motivating such a child becomes

very difficult,

That such attitudes exist and persist is unfortunate,

particularly considering the number of studies which have



been done that describe Black English as an effective com-
municative system. Facts generally known to linguists are
that no one language or dialect is more complex than any

other, that all children who have learned to speak a human

language have the capacity for complex concept formation,

and that minimal ability to learn to speak a huma4 language
includes skills of a high order of magnitude (Labov, 34,
p. 17). The above conclusions were arrived at by various
investigations of the language of economically disadvantaged
black children, particularly in studies in Chicago ( cDavid,

38, p. 53), New York City (Labov, 36), Detroit (Wolfram, 55),
and Atlanta (McDavid, 38, p. 53), as well as by research con-
ducted by the Center for Applied Linguistics (Baratz, 2).
Further significant research has been contributed in studies
by Baratz (2), Stewart (46, 47, 48), Shuy (45), and Wolfram
(57) who noted that black children read faster and capre.
hended more when reading texts utilizing the grammatical
and phonological characteristics of Black English. Practical
application of the preceding research is evidenced in the
remedial programs developed by Feigenbaum (19) and Johnson

(29, 30, 31).

Despite the growing body of research concerning the
language of the economically deprived black child, more
analytical descriptions of language in general, and of the
comprehension and development of language in black children,
specifically, is called for in the literature. As Hurst and

7
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Jones noted, more than enough information has been found to

indicate that economically disadvantaged children are having

difficulty with standard English; what are now needed are

systematic descriptions of the language of such children and

more information on their chronological development (25,

p. 363). Wolfram stressed the need to investigate whether

black deviations from standard English were on a surface

level alone (54, p. 46) and at which ages such deviations

occur (56, p. 249). Labov (35) implied that research must

continue to clarify the fact that the assumed illogical forms

of Black English are as logical as standard English with

regard to deep structure. Re-emphasizing the above theme,

Troike (52), Labov (36, p. 9), McNeill (39, p. 17), Stewart

(48, p. 243), Noam Chomsky (10, p. 4), and Menyuk (40, p. 17)

stressed that the goal of all linguistic research must be to

distinguish between comprehension, or competence, and per-

formance, or between what the child knows implicitly and

what he does linguistically. Bloom (6, p. 7) noted that

very little has been done to investigate what children say

and what they know, even though the concepts of "deep struc-

ture" and "surface structure" have been important considera-

tions in linguistic research for more than ten years. Noam

Chomsky (10, p. 24) emphasized that a description of a gram-

mar must adequately specify the instrinsic competence of the

native speaker, while Carol Chomsky (9, p. 120), in a con-

sideration of a number of grammatical operations including
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the non-identity requirement of pronominalization, said that

an understanding of linguistic complexity can be enhanced by

inquiring into the child's underlying competence.

Menyuk (k0, pp. 8-9) concisely described many of the

important research needs when she stated that it is critical

that researchers learn what the child knows at various stages

of development and how he uses this knowledge; that an under-

standing is needed of the degree to which the child has the

innate capacity to search for the abstract rules from which

sentences are generated; that insight must be gained into

the structure of the child's language at various stages of

development, Of particular applicability to the evaluation

of the language of black children are the opinions of Menyuk

that a "profitable avenue" of investigation is to find how

children with deviant language ability vary from the norm

(40, p. 12) as well as to clarify the role of environment in

the causation of these deviations.

The benefits which accrue from such research directed

in the above areas will, hopefully, stimulate educators to

become more cognizant of the authenticity of black language

as an effective linguistic system, engender a desire on the

part of teachers to understand what the child is saying in-

stead of dismissing it as babble, provoke an empathic atti-

tude for the child who may be having difficulty comprehending

the surface structures of standard English, and lead to the
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propagation of procedures, goals, and attitudes which will

allow maximal realization of the abilities of these children.

Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study the following definitions

have been formulated:

Black El .--The variety of English spoken by black

persons who are members of the lower socio-economic level

(Jacobson, 27, p. 80).

Culturally different.--A description of persons or

institutions whose social customs and environmental circum-

stances are not the same as those which are found in the

middle class.

De Structure.--A description of the abstract proper-

ties of the "meaning" or semantic interpretation of the sen-

tence as intended by the sender and understood by the receiver

(Bloom, 6, p. 7).

Dialectal interference.--The imposition of a previously

learned dialect pattern upon the comprehension and verbal

expression of a second dialect to which the individual has

been more recently exposed.

Economically disadvantaged.--A description of persons

or families who are recipients of federal welfare aid.
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Grammatical Qrogression.--The process by which the imi-

tated response of a person assumes the grammatical properties

of another person's verbal stimulus; exact grammatical redup-

lication of a verbal stimulus.

Linguistically different.--A description of persons whose

linguistic environment and usage are not the same as those of

middle class persons.

Non--identity requirement of pronominalization.--The

stipulation that a pronoun in a sentence must refer to some-

one who is not mentioned in the sentence (C. Chomsky, 9, p. 18).

Standard English.--The variety of English spoken by the

majority of persons who are members of the middle and upper

socio-economic levels.

Surface structure.--A description of the actual physical

and acoustic event of the sentence as it is spoken, the linear

sequence of elements produced by the sender and heard by the

receiver (Bloom, 6, p. 7).

Procedures

The procedures utilized in the present study were de-

signed to elicit responses from a group of economically

disadvantaged black children on a task of comprehension, and

a task of imitation. The subjects of the study were forty-

eight black children who were between the ages of four
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and ten years. Thirty-two of the subjects were selected from

grades one through four, and sixteen were selected from kin-

dergarten, All subjects were from families in which the

natural parents were living together in the same household

and were the only two adults permanently residing within the

family. The parents and children were native residents of the

North Texas area and were recipients of federal welfare aid.

None of the children in the study had histories of physio-

logical, psychological, neurological, or auditory problems,

or histories of major illness, serious injury, or long periods

of hospitalization, In addition, none of the subjects were

presently enrolled in a rehabilitative language program, nor

were any scheduled for such a program. The Columbia Mental

Maturity Scale was utilized to select subjects who could be

regarded as having normal intelligence.

The task of comprehension emphasized each subject's

ability to understand the non-identity requirement of pronom-

inalization. A list of fifteen sentences was read to each

child. Ten of the sentences contained the non-identity require-

ment of pronominalization which restricts the pronoun in the

sentence from referring to someone who is named in the sentence.

In response to specific questions regarding the sentences, each

subject selected the referent of the only pronoun in each sen-

tence by pointing to one of two toy figures which symbolized

the referents. All responses were noted by the examiner and

recorded on a tape recorder for subsequent analysis.
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The task of imitation utilized the fifteen sentences

which were used in the task of comprehension. Each child

was instructed to listen carefully to each sentence and

repeat it when the examiner had completed the sentence.

All imitative responses were recorded on a tape recorder

for subsequent analysis.

The procedures utilized for the analysis of the data

gained through the tasks of comprehension and imitation

initially necessitated the transcription of the tape recorded

responses to individual record sheets. For the task of com-

prehension, each child's response to each question regarding

the non-identity requirement of pronominalization was judged

to be correct or incorrect depending on the correct or incor-

rect selection of each pronoun referent. The total number

of correct responses was found and a percentage was computed

for each child. The pattern of percentages for each age

group was then observed to note the development in compre-

hension from the four year-old group through the nine year-

old group.

The results of the task of imitation were obtained from

the tape recorded responses of the subjects and copied in

broad phonetic transcription. The responses of the subjects

were investigated for the purpose of describing those gram-

matical and phonological characteristics which occurred most

often in the language of the subjects in the study. Sub-

sequent comparisons were made of the responses of the children

in each age group.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Comparative Studies

The growing body of research which deals with the lan-

guage and the language problems of economically disadvantaged

children, and economically disadvantaged black children in

particular, is comprised of studies which are dispersed

throughout the literature of sociology, linguistics,.educa-

tion, and speech pathology. Two trends, in particular, are

apparent. Studies which were conducted before the 1960's

often compared the language of disadvantaged children to the

language of white middle class children, with conclusions

often being reached that economically disadvantaged black

children were linguistically deficient. Research which has

been conducted since the mid-1960's, particularly that of

Labov (30), Baratz (4), Shuy (42), Stewart (47), Wolfram

(52), and Pederson (38), has often emphasized that the lan-

guage of black children and adults should be studied inde-

pendently and not judged in terms of variations from the

language of white middle class children and adults, As a

result, many of these latter studies have been primarily

concerned with descriptions of grammatical and phonological

characteristics of black persons.

20
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The comparative studies, particularly those of Bern-

stein (9), M. Deutsch (16), C. Deutsch (15), John and

Goldstein (27), Bereiter (6), and Hess and Shipman (22),

have emphasized that the home environment of the culturally

disadvantaged child retards linguistic development and

eventually causes failure in school. Reinforcing this

attitude are the results of formal testing and developmental

studies, as found in the research of Templin (48), Irwin

(23), John (26), John and Goldstein (27), Carson and Rabin

(11), M. Deutsch (16), and others. The conclusions drawn

in the preceding research generally indicate that the child

from an economically disadvantaged background does not com-

pare favorably with the white middle class child with regard

to a variety of language skills. Those language skills

which are most often cited in the comparative literature

are related to speech sound development, vocabulary, sen-

tence length as an indicator of complexity, and auditory

discrimination, with vocabulary studies predominating. The

following descriptions represent a summary of the primary

research in each area.

Vocabulary.-A number of comparisons of the vocabulary

of white and black children have been based upon the results

of tests which utilized predominantly white population sam-

ples for standardization, such as the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test and the Ammons and Ammons Full-Range Picture
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Vocabulary Test. This procedure occurred in such commonly

cited studies as those of John (26), Templin (48), John and

Goldstein (27), Carson and Rabin (11), and M. Deutsch (16).

The study by John and Goldstein (27) was based upon the

administration of the Peabody to 150 four year-old black

children from the lower economic levels, with results .indi-

cating a general depression of scores when compared to those

of white children, In another study utilizing the Wechsler

Intelligence Scale for Children as well as the Peabody,

John (26) found that among & group of 174 first and fifth

graders from all economic levels, middle class children

scored consistently higher with regard to recognition of

vocabulary items. However, John found little difference

between the subjects with regard to description of objects

and work association. Deutsch (16) administered the Peabody

to 292 black children from grades one through five of an

urban school system and also found that black children per-

formed less adequately than did white children; despite the

fact that the black children made gradual improvement through

the fifth grade, white children made progressively greater

improvement. Carson and Rabin (11) administered the Ammons

and Ammons Full-Range Picture Vocabulary Test to thirty

Southern black children, all of whom were matched for age,

sex, and grade placement. Results indicated that the white

children scored higher than the black groups with regard to
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vocabulary assessment, while Northern blacks outscored

Southern blacks. Templin (48, p. 119) also utilized the

Ammons and Ammons Full-Range Picture Vocabulary Test, as

well as the Seashore-Eckerson English Recognition Vocabu-

lary Test, with sixty preschool and elementary school

children; comparisons of the vocabulary of children from

the upper and lower economic levels indicated that the

children from the lower economic levels, including black

and white subjects, consistently attained lower scores.

Further innovative attempts to assess the vocabulary of

children from economically deprived environments are exem-

plified in the studies of Gahagen and Gahagen (21), LaCivita

(33), Lawton (34), and Entwisle (19). The use of word

associations to assess the extent of children's vocabulary

originated in the studies of John (26) and Brown and Berko

(10), and has been utilized with black children by Entwisle.

In a study of 200 black and white children from rural Mary-

land, Entwisle (17) found that black children produced fewer

word associations than did white children during the first

four grades. However, by the fifth grade, both groups of

children were equivalent in the number of paradigmatic

responses which they produced. In another study of word

associations, Entwisle (18) found that black children pro-

duced more synonyms in response to adjectives and adverbs

during the first and second grades, but by the fifth grade
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had begun to lag behind white children. With regard to nouns

and verbs, however, black children held their advantage

through the fifth grade. LaCivita (33) utilized a procedure

which was similar to that used by Entwisle with 320 children

from the second, fourth, and sixth grades. The subjects

were read six nonsense sentences and asked to provide syn-

onyms for a stimulus word in each sentence, with cues given

to suggest the appropriate part of speech. Results indicated

no differences with regard to race and socioeconomic status.

However, in similar studies attempting to assess the vocab-

ulary of children from lower economic levels, Gahagan and

Gahagan (21) found that black children aged six and seven

did not produce as many nouns and verbs as a comparative

group of white children, and Lawton (34) noted that children

from the lower socioeconomic level produced fewer adjectives,

adverbs, and pronouns.

Auditory discrimination.--A number of comparative studies

of the auditory discrimination of black and white children

have also been undertaken, with the research of C. Deutsch

(15) most commonly cited in the literature. As has been the

case with assessments of vocabulary, the studies by Deutsch

and others such as M. Deutsch (16), Katz (28), and Clark and

Richards (14) have been based upon the results of tests

which utilized predominantly white samples for standardiza-

tion. In C. Deutsch's 1964 study (15), it was suggested
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that disorders of auditory discrimination may be more prev-

alent among economically disadvantaged children. Deutsch

administered the Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test to 120

children and found consistently lower scores than those

attained by white middle class children. Although no sub-

stantial proof was provided, Deutsch suggested that the

results may be explained by the poor quality of the eco-

nomically disadvantaged child's sensory environment (15, p. 295).

Clark and Richards (14) replicated Deutsch's original study

by administering the Wepman test to a group of economically

disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged children, with the results

indicating that the disadvantaged group made more errors

in discrimination. Although supporting the results. of

Deutsch's study, the authors suggested that the results were

due to the fact that the parents of disadvantaged children

were less likely to stress attentiveness to verbal cues

than were the parents of nondisadvantaged children (14, p. 259).

The studies of Katz (28) and M. Deutsch (16) utilized tape

recordings of paired words which were to be discriminated

between by black children in the first, third, and fifth

grades; the results duplicated those of C. Deutsch's study,

with black children consistently making more errors in

discrimination than white middle class children.

Length of res p e.--Studies comparing the mean length

of response of economically disadvantaged and nondisadvantaped
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children are best illustrated in the studies of Bernstein

(7, 8, 9), Templin (48), Lawton (34, 35), Williams and

Naremore (49), Anastasi and D'Angelo (1), and Hess and

Shipman (22), with Bernstein's research most commonly cited

in the literature. Bernstein (7, p. 33) has noted that the

child from an economically disadvantaged population very

often uses a "restricted code" of communication in which

sentences are "short, simple, often unfinished" and gen-

erally lacking in complexity. In a study of sixteen year-

old subjects who were engaged in undirected discussions,

Bernstein (9) claimed that middle class subjects used leng-

thier and more complex responses, although no specific

criteria of complexity was defined. Bernstein (8) also

concluded that in a study of 311 middle class and lower

class mothers, the lower class mothers tended to engage in

less complex verbal communication with their children while

placing emphasis on the transmission of basic skills. In a

similar study of the teaching styles of black and white

mothers who were engaged in projects with their children,

Hess and Shipman (22) found that black mothers engaged in

fewer lengthier conversations and stimulated fewer lengthy

responses from their children than did white mothers.

Lawton (34, 35), in both written and spoken exercises, found

that boys from economically disadvantaged backgrounds and

who were aged twelve to fifteen years, tended to use shorter

responses than similarly aged boys from nondisadvantaged
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backgrounds. Comparable results were obtained by Williams

and Naremore (49) in interviews with forty black and white

fifth and sixth-graders from Detroit. The results of the

interviews, which were stimulated by questions regarding

games, aspiration, and television, indicated that lower

class children, both black and white, tended to give shorter

and less elaborate responses. However, in studies by

Cazden (12) and Anastasi and D'Angelo (1), no major dif-

ferences were noted between white and black subjects. In

one study by Cazden (12, p. 82), black children in a Boston

day-care center compared favorably to a similar group of

white children on measures of mean length of response. In

another study by Cazden (12, p. 93), black children in a

first grade class provided longer utterances on informal

speech tasks, while white children provided longer utter-

ances on more structured tasks. Anastasi and D'Angelo (1),

in a study of fifty black and fifty white children in both

uniracial and interracial neighborhoods, likewise found no

major differences for mean sentence length.

Templin's study (48) of the responses of sixty children

from upper and lower socioeconomic groups, comprised of

both white and black children, is among the more compre-

hensive studies of mean length of response in the literature.

On the basis of fifty utterances, Templin found that children

aged three through eight from the upper socioeconomic levels

had a greater mean sentence length for all ages except at
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seven years where both groups were identical (48, p. 78).

However, these differences were significant only at ages

three-and-a-half -and five-and-a-half years . Templin also

found that children from upper socioeconomic levels con-

sistently attained a mean length for their five longest

utterances which was larger than that attained by children

from lower socioeconomic levels; the differences in mean

length were significant between three and three-and-a-half

years, three-and-a-half and four years, and six and seven

years of age (48, p. 78). The study also indicated that

children from lower socioeconomic levels produced more one-

word remarks, but that the differences between groups

decreased with age (48, p. 80).

eech sound d ljo*ment.--The studies of Irwin (23,

24, 25). Templin (48), Raph (39), and Andersland (2) are

illustrative of the literature comparing the speech sound

proficiency and development of black and white children.

In the earliest of Irwin's studies (25), two groups of in-

fants from business or professional family backgrounds and

laboring class backgrounds were observed for their production

of speech sounds. Irwin found that among these infants,

who were ages one through thirty months, those from laboring

class backgrounds developed speech sounds at a slower rate

than did those from middle class backgrounds. A second study

by Irwin (24) indicated that before eighteen months, infants
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from both working and middle class backgrounds developed

speech sounds at a similar rate; however, between eighteen

and thirty months, infants from working class backgrounds

had fewer relative vocalizations. In a third study, Irwin

(23) observed the speech sound development of a group of

children from birth to two-and-one-half years and concluded

that there were no differences between black and white chil-

dren. However, the results of Irwin's study did indicate

that children from the families of unskilled laborers were

slower to develop speech sounds after the age of eighteen

months when compared to the development of children from

middle class backgrounds.

The studies of Templin (48), Andersland (2), and Raph

(39) produced results which were basically in agreement with

those of Irwin. Templin (48, p. 27) found that among a

group of sixty children, aged three through eight, those

from upper socioeconomic backgrounds indicated consistently

higher proficiency in the production of speech sounds than

did those from lower socioeconomic levels. Andersland (2)

found that kindergarten children from low socioeconomic

backgrounds made more errors of articulation than did chil-

dren from middle class backgrounds, and Raph (39),, in a

study of the language of children enrolled in a Head Start

program, reported that children from economically disadvan-

taged backgrounds made many errors of substitution and omis-

sion of speech sounds.
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Results of Descriptive Studies

Studies which have attemped to describe the language of

black children without comparisons to white children's lan-

guage have, for the most part, been based upon the "language

different" position. Proponents of this point of view, such

as Labov (30), Shuy (41), Baratz (4), and Stewart (47), have

emphasized that the language of black persons is different

and not deficient, and should be studied in terms of the

language norms of that specific speech community thereby

allowing for more realistic descriptions of linguistic

deviancy. Within such a context, the forementioned researchers

have often described as dialectal differences those charac-

teristics of grammar and pronunciation which earlier writ-

ers, such as M. Deutsch (16), Bereiter (6), Hess and Shipman

(22), and John (26), had described as deficient.

The major field studies which have been carried out for

the purpose. of describing the speech of black children and

adults have commonly utilized populations from large urban

areas such as Chicago (38), New York City (29), and Detroit

(52). Descriptions of the phonological and grammatical

characteristics found in the responses of subjects from

these populations were secured by a variety of means, but

most often by questionnaires and formal and informal inter-

views. The studies in Chicago, New York City, and Detroit

provide examples of the most commonly used procedures found

in descriptive investigations as well as some of the more
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effective means of obtaining linguistic data from large

populations. The methodology utilized by Labov (31) has

served as the basic model for other linguistic studies,

particularly that of Shuy, Wolfram, and Riley in Detroit

(43) and Pederson in Chicago (38).

Labov's two major studies of New York City speech were

completed in 1966 (31) and 1968 (32), with the former study

emphasizing the language characteristics of all native New

Yorkers and the latter study primarily focusing upon black

persons. While the 1966 study was, for the most part, based

upon a study of eighty-one white informants drawn from a

population of 100,000, the interview techniques which were

introduced by Labov have been effectively utilized in studies

of the language of black persons in Labov's 1968 study and

in the Detroit study. Rather than basing the procedure upon

the administration of formal tests, Labov utilized both

formal and informal interviews to elicit samples of native

language. For the most part, the formal interviews were

designed to elicit a type of speech which the subjects

believed to be appropriate for an interview situation,

while the informal interviews were intended to produce

casual speech which was constructed around such topics as

death and success. In his 1968 study (32), Labov and his

associates utilized the preceding techniques to investigate

the language of adolescent and preadolescent peer groups

in South Central Harlem, conducting hundreds of interviews
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in the street environment of the subjects. Pederson (38)

utilized the interview technique with thirty adult residents

of Chicago, twenty of whom had been residents of the city

for twenty or more years and ten who were recent arrivals,

and Shuy, Wolfram, and Riley (43) conducted interviews with

700 informants from Detroit who were between the ages of

ten and twelve years, fourteen and seventeen years and

thirty and fifty-five years. In addition to the preceding

studies, Wolfram (52) conducted a study of the characteris-

tics of Detroit Negro speech based upon interviews with

forty-eight informants from the study of Shuy, Wolfram, and

Riley (43).

The results of the area studies conducted in New York

City, Chicago, and Detroit, as well as the linguistic

descriptions found in the writings of Fasold and Shuy (20),

Mcfavid (37), Bailey (3), Malmstrom (36), Labov (29), Stewart

(46), Williams (50), and Baratz (5), have provided valuable

insight into the language of Negroes who live in various

regions of the United States, While no one set of linguistic

characteristics are utilized by all black speakers, the

following descriptions represent a number of features of

grammar and phonology which are most commonly cited in the

forementioned research.
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Grammar

Past frm.--Descriptions of Negro dialect, such as

those compiled by Labov (29, p. 148), Wolfram (52, p. 59),

and Fasold and Shuy (20, p. 59), have noted the omission of

both /t/ and /d/ in words in which the "-ed" suffix was

used to denote the past tense or past participle. However,

as is also noted in the above studies, the omissions are

often due to the pronunciation characteristics which are

found in the dialect. For example, in situations in which

the addition of "-ed" results in a cluster of either voiced

("moved", "robbed") or unvoiced ("wrapped", kicked") con-

sonants, the final /t/ or /d/ which signifies the "-ed"

suffix may be removed. Such an occurrence may produce a

sentence such as, "He rob the bank last week,"

Perfective constructions.--Williams (50, p. 6) and

Fasold and Shuy (20, p. 61) have described changes which

occur in Negro dialect with respect to perfective construc-

tions, particularly in the present perfect and completive

aspects. A common occurrence in the use of present perfect

constructions is the omission of forms of "have" as an'

auxiliary in the contracted form, giving sentences such as,

"I seen the car." Negro dialect also has a completive

aspect which is formed by the use of "done" plus a past

form which allows for the production of such sentences as,

"I done tried," (Fasold and Shuy, 20, p. 62).
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Thrdperson singular present tense.--one of the more

common characteristics of the language of black children

from economically disadvantaged areas occurs in the pro-

duction of the third person singular present tense, par-

ticularly in regard to the "-s" and "-es" suffixes.

Wolfram (51, p. 35), Fasold and Shuy (20, p. 63), and

Williams (50, p. 7) have noted that the "-s" and "-es"

suffixes are frequently absent, but emphasized that this

is not a careless omission and that those suffixes are sim-

ply not a part of the dialectal grammar. Such omissions,

therefore, may allow for the production of such sentences

as, "He walk" and "The man talk." Hypercorrection may

cause the speaker to use the "-s" suffix with the first

person ("I walks") and second person ("You walks") singular

and plural, and third person plural ("They walks").

Fasold and Shuy (20, p. 64) also noted that the omis-

sion of the "-s" suffix may result in the substitution of

"have" for "has." The authors noted that the verb "have"

is unique because the combination of "have" and "-s"

results in "has" rathertsn "haves,"and since the "-s" suffix

does not exist in the dialect, the verb remains "have."

Such an occurrence is described as the reason for the pro-

duction of sentences such as, "He have a bike."

Invariant "be".--Stewart (46, p. 36) and Wolfram

(51, p. 41) noted that, in Negro dialect, "be" assumes a

relatively fixed position and occurs as a main verb in a
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variety of contexts. Therefore, such sentences as "He be

going" and "They be going" may occur. The word "be" may

also be used to indicate habitual activity, for example,

"He be. working," while deletion may indicate momentary

activity, as in "He working."

Absence of forms of "to be".--Labov (29, p. 153),

Williams (50, p. 9), Malmstrom (36, p. 49), and Fasold and

Shuy (20, p. 67) have noted the absence of forms of "to be"

among black children and adults, and referred to such an

omission as "zero copula." While "are" is rarely utilized

in Negro dialect, "is" may be omitted in any situation in

which the contracted form occurs in standard English, as in

"He going home."

Plural and possessive suffixes.--Both the plural and

possessive suffixes are often omitted in the speech of

economically disadvantaged speakers. Bailey (3, p. 153),

Labov (32, p. 40), and Fasold and Shuy (20, p. 76) found

that instead of the "'s" suffix to indicate possession,

the mere positioning of words in the sentence is sufficient

to indicate that one is the possessor and the other is the

possessed, as in "John old man house." Hypercorrection may

account for confusion in the attachment of the "'s" suffix

to proper names, as in "Jack's Johnson car" (Fasold and

Shuy, 20, p. 43).
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The studies of MoDavid (37, p. 10), Labov (32, p. 41),

wolfram (51, p. 35), and Fasold and Shuy (20, p. 77) indi-

cated that the plural "-s" suffix may also be absent in the

speech of black children and adults, resulting in sentences

such as "Three car are outside." However, Fasold and Shuy

(20, p. 78) have noted, that the absence of the plural suffix

occurs more often in the speech of the Southern urban Negro

than in the speech of the Northern Negro.

Pronunciation

Reduction of consonant clusters.--A common characteris-

tic of pronunciation in Negro dialect, according to the

description of Shuy (41, p. 177), Fasold and Shuy (20, p. 43),

and Wolfram (52, p. 74), is the omission of the final member

of a consonant cluster. Such omissions usually occur only

when both members of the clusters are either voiced or

voiceless. Also, reduction may occur when both members of

the cluster belong to the same base word, for example, "tes"

for "test," or when the final member of the cluster is the

/t/ or /d/ representative of the past tense suffix "-ed,"

for example "mess" for "messed" (Fasold and Shuy, 20, p. 44).

"th" squ.--Labov (32, p. 65), Fasold and Shuy (20,

p. 49), Williams (50, p. 2), and Wolfram (52, p. 83) have

described the changes which occur in the production of

voiced and voiceless "th" sounds, particularly the substi-

tution of /t/ for voiceless "th" may produce such changes

in words as "tink" for "think" and "tin" for "thin,", while
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substitution of /d/ for voiced "th" may produce "dey" for

"they" and "dem" for "them." Other changes which may occur

are substitutions of /v/ for voiced "th" and /f/ for voice-

less "th."

/ and /l1/.--Researchers, such as Labov (32, p. 65),

Fasold and Shuy (20, p. 51), and Wolfram (52, p. 83) have

noted that both /r/ and /1/ may be absent in the speech of

black persons, with /r/ omission occurring more often in

black dialect than in the white dialects of eastern New

England, New York City, and parts of the South. Both /r/

and /1/ may be absent following a vowel, preceding a consonant,

and between vowels. Fasold and Shuy (20, p. 52) also found

that omissions of /r/ and /1/ may cause apparent changes in

grammar. For instance, omission of /r/ in "their" removes

the small phonological difference between "they" and "their,"

allowing for the production of a sentence such as "It is

they book" (Fasold and Shuy, 20, p. 52). Omission of /1/

may affect the contracted form of "will," allowing for the

production of a sentence such as "He be going tomorrow.".

"-_." suffix.--The research of Fasold and Shuy (20,

p. 55), Williams (50, p. 5), and McDavid (37, p. 9) has

described the changes which occur in the "-ing" suffix,

particularly the omission of the final /g/. However, while

this is a common occurrence in many varieties of spoken

English, McDavid (37, p. 9) noted that there appears to be
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a higher incidence of omission in Negro dialect. In addi

tion, there may be a tendency among black speakers to omit

the entire suffix, allowing for the production of such

sentences as "She is open the door."

Final , /b. t and LL.--Williams (50, p. 4) and

Fasold and Shuy (20, p. 53) have noted that changes occur

in the production of /b/, /d/, and /g/ when these sounds

occur at the end of a syllable. In most cases the sounds

are substituted for by their voiceless cognates /p/, /t/,

and /k/, causing words such as "pig" and "pick" to sound

identical except for the differentiation produced by vowel

length (Fasold and Shuy, 20, p. 53).

Chomsky's Study of Pronominalization

The study by Carol Chomsky (13) of the non-identity

requirement of pronominalization represented one facet of

an investigation into the learning of complex syntactic

structures by children between the ages of five and ten

years. Chomsky stated that the general purpose of the study

was to learn the extent to which children between the ages

of five and ten years have mastered their native language,

and the specific purpose was to ascertain the stages of

acquisition through which the subjects progress in the

comprehension of particular grammatical structures (13, p. 1).

Chomsky selected the non-identity requirement of pro-

nominalization to illustrate the fact that under certain
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limited conditions there are restrictions on a grammatical

operation. In the ease of the non-identity requirement,

Chomsky (13, p. 18) noted that this restriction may apply

to the referent of the pronoun in the sentence. For instance,

in the sentence, "He knew that John was going to win the

race," the pronoun "he" is restricted from referring to

"Jtn" (13, p. 20). However, in the sentence, "If he wins

the race, John will be happy," the pronoun "he" has unrestric-

ted reference and may refer to "John" or to someone not men-

tioned in the sentence. Chomsky's study of the non-identity

requirement of pronominalization, therefore, attempted to

examine the subjects' awareness of the non-identity restric-

tion on pronominal reference in certain specific situations,

and to describe those stages through which the subjects

progressed in the comprehension of that grammatical operation.

The subjects were forty children, eight each from kin-

dergarten through fourth grade in a Massachusetts elementary

school. Although the subjects were chosen from a predom-

inantly middle class school, the final sample was intended

to represent a cross-section of economic backgrounds. Of the

total forty subjects, twenty-two were male and eighteen were

female. Each child was directed to listen to the fifteen

sentences which contained five examples of the non-identity

requirement and ten examples of unrestricted reference. For

the purpose of simplifying each child's task, the subjects

were asked to point to the toy figure which they believed to
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be the referent of the pronoun in each sentence. The

scoring of incorrect and correct responses was limited to

the five sentences which included the non-identity require-

ment of pronominalization.

The responses of the forty children indicated that

nine subjects made errors in the identification referents

in the five sentences with the non-identity requirement.

Of these children, seven were five year-olds, one was almost

seven years old, and one was almost nine years old. Only two

five year-old subjects responded correctly to all five

sentences, and one of these was almost six years old. On

the basis of these results, Chomsky stated that it would

appear that the non-identity requirement of pronominaliza-

tion is a grammatical operation which is learned by the age

of five-and-a-half years, with failure to comprehend it

occurring before that time (13, p. 116).
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

Subjects

The subjects who participated in the study were forty-

eight black children who were enrolled in public school and

who were between the ages of four and ten years. Twenty-

four of the subjects were male and twenty-four were female,
and all were from families who were recipients of federal

welfare aid. Eight subjects were selected from each of the

first four grades, while sixteen were selected from kinder-

garten. The latter figure was expanded tor the purpose ot

facilitating lengthier observation of the development of

the grammatical operation among younger children.

The subjects were selected on the basis of a number of

characteristics and background factors which could have pos-

sibly affected normal language development. All children

were from families in which the natural parents were living

together in the same household and were the only two adults

permanently living in the family. The parents and children

were native residents of north Texas. It was required

that all children who were selected for the study be free

from physiological, psychological, neurological, and auditory
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problems, with no histories of major illness, serious injury,

or long periods of hospitalization. The preceding informa-

tion was obtained in discussions with classroom teachers and

teacher's aides, as well as in discussions with the school

guidance counselor who had access to each child's personal

files and who was intimately familiar with each child's fam-

ily. None of the subjects in the study had previously been

enrolled in a rehabilitative language program, nor were any

scheduled for such a program at the time of the study.

Additionally, an attempt was made to select subjects

for the study who were as homogeneous as possible with

respect to intelligence. The Columbia Mental Maturity Scale

(1) was administered by the investigator to select subjects

who could be regarded as having normal intelligence, with

results being verified by the impressions of classroom teach-

ers and the school guidance counselor. The primary benefit

derived from the use of the Columbia is its capacity for

yielding an estimate of intelligence without recourse to

complex verbal skills. Ideally, such an instrument provides

results which are minimally affected by cultural bias. All

subjects selected for the study achieved age deviation scores

which were commensurate with, or above, the mean for the

Columbia. The age deviation score, itself, reflects the

extent to which a child's performance compares with the av-

erage performance of children of a similar chronological age

on a national level, and is intended to be indicative of

general reasoning ability (1, p. 17).
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Instruments

A list of fifteen stimulus sentences and seven prac-

tice sentences were employed to elicit responses from the

subjects. (See Appendix, p. 103) The test sentences were

either identical or modified versions of sentences used by

Chomsky (2) with a group of primarily middle-class white

children. Ten of the test sentences contained the non-

identity requirement of pronominalization which restricts

the pronoun in the sentence from referring to someone who

is named in the sentence, such as, "He is happy that Mickey

won the race" (2, p. 104). The remaining five sentences

employed statements having unrestricted pronoun reference,

such as, "If he wins the race, Donald will be happy"

(2, p. 104). The two sentence types were interspersed

with each other upon presentation to the subjects, although

only the responses to the sentences containing the non-

identity requirement of pronominalization were scored.

The toy figures of Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck, the

only topics of the fifteen sentences, were utilized to pro-

vide the subjects with physical objects to focus upon while

each of the sentences was read (2, p. 106).

A small tape recorder was utilized to record all

responses of the subjects for subsequent analysis.

Procedures for Collection of Data

The collection of data was begun immediately following

the administration of the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale
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and the selection of the forty-eight subjects. All class-

room teachers were notified two weeks in advance by the

school principals regarding the nature of the interviews

with the children as well as the amount of time necessary to

gather the linguistic data, After the administration of the

Columbia Mental Maturity Scale, one interview lasting approx-

imately thirty minutes was held with each child with both

the tasks of comprehension and imitation being completed at

that time. The task of comprehension necessitated spending

approximately twenty minutes with each child, and the task

of imitation necessitated ten minutes or less. The total

amount of time used to gather all the linguistic data as well

as to administer the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale and re-

schedule subjects who were absent was four weeks.

The interviews with the subjects were scheduled on the

basis of chronological order, beginning with the youngest

subjects and concluding with the oldest subjects. Absen-

tees were interviewed immediately upon their return to school.

Only two subjects were taken from their classrooms at a time.

One of each pair of subjects was brought by the examiner to

a vacant office containing one small desk and two chairs

while the second child was allowed to preoccupy himself with

toys and books in an adjacent room. When the interview with

the first child was concluded, the second child was then

interviewed while the first child remained in the adjacent

room. At the conclusion of both interviews, the subjects
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were returned to their classroom and replaced with two other

subjects. This procedure was carried out for all forty-

eight subjects,

The relatively simple task of imitation was presented

before the task of comprehension for the purpose of giving

all subjects initial success and setting them at ease. Pre-

ceding the presentation of the stimulus sentences, each sub-

ject was introduced to the toy figures of Mickey Mouse and

Donald Duck, who were the only topics of the fifteen sen-

tences, and asked to identify each by pointing to the toy

figure named by the examiner. When it became apparent that

the figures were easily recognized by the subjects, the

child's role in the task of imitation was clarified, Each

child was told to listen very carefully to each sentence and

to repeat it after the examiner had completed saying it.

Repetition of the sentences by the examiner occurred when-

ever the child appeared to be confused or asked for a rep-

etition. Three sample sentences were then read to all sub-

jects for the purpose of further clarifying their role in the

procedure. When it became apparent that the subjects under-

stood that they were to repeat each sentence, the fifteen

stimulus sentences were presented and all responses were

tape recorded.

The task of comprehension was introduced upon the com-

pletion of the task of imitation. Each subject was again

asked to identify the toy figures of Donald Duck and Mickey
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Mouse. It was then explained to each subject that he was

going to be told something about Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse

and then would be asked questions regarding what he had pre-

viously been told. Emphasis was placed upon the instruction

that the subject needed only to point to the toy figures

which personified the referents of the pronouns in the sen-
tences. Four sample sentences were used to further clarify

the children's roles. Finally, the identical fifteen stim-

ulus sentences which were used in the task of imitation were
read to each child and the questions regarding pronoun ref-
erence were asked by the examiner. The examiner verbalized

the responses of each child and recorded each subject's

response on a tape recorder.

Procedure s for Analysis of Data

When all forty-eight children had completed both the
tasks of imitation and comprehension, their responses were
transcribed from the tape recordings to record sheets, and

each individual child's set of responses was grouped with
others of the same age. The results were examined to observe
the developmental sequence in the group's comprehension of

the non-identity requirement of pronominalization, as well as
to observe predominant features in the surface structure of
this group's responses.

Regarding the task of comprehension of the non-identity

requirement of pronominalization, each of the subject's

individual responses was scored on the basis of recognition
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or non-recognition of the non-identity requirement, Non-

recognition was indicated when the child selected an incor-

rect referent for a pronoun in one of the ten stimulus sen-

tences containing the non-identity requirement, The per-

centage of correct responses was then noted for each child

in every age group, with subsequent comparisons being made

between age groups.

The results of the task of imitation were investigated

for the purposes of describing those grammatical and phono-

logical characteristics which occurred most often in the

language of the subjects of the study. Subsequent compari-

sons were made of the responses of the children in each age

group.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

The results of the present study provided information

regarding the developmental stages in the comprehension of

the non-identity requirement of pronominalization by a group

of economically disadvantaged black children from the North

Texas area. Special attention was not only paid to the

chronological development of the operation among these

children, but to the similarities and differences in develop-

ment between males and females. In addition, a task of imi-

tation provided information regarding .some of the charac-

teristics of the surface structure of these particular

children's utterances. Special attention was given to five

grammatical and phonological characteristics which commonly

appeared in the children's language during imitation of

standard English stimulus sentences. The five grammatical

and phonological characteristics which most often underwent

change when repeated by the children in the study were the

verbs "is" and "was," the third person singular present

tense "-s" suffix, the possessive "'s" suffix, the voiced

and unvoiced "th" sounds, and the verbs "has" and "have."

Particular attention was given to the 'frequency of occur-

rence of these characteristics by age as well as by sex.
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All responses of the children in the study were entered into

the Appendix in broad phonetic transcription (See Appendix,

p. 106.), while descriptions in the text were represented in

phonemic transcription.

Four Year-Olds

Comprehension

Table I indicates the number of subjects who scored at

each percentage level in response to questions designed to

ascertain their knowledge of the non-identity requirement

of pronominalization. The percentages represent the number

of correct responses attained by the subjects, and each

number within the table represents the total number of chil-

dren in a specific age group between four and nine years who

scored at that particular percentage level. The numbers at

the left of each column represent the total number of males

(4) who attained a particular percentage of correct answers

among the subjects in an age group, while the numbers at the

right of each column represent the total number of females (F)

who attained a particular percentage of correct answers among

the subjects in an age group.

The results of the investigation into the four-year-old

subjects' comprehension of the non-identity requirement of

pronominalization, as indicated in the first column of

Table I, show that none of the children scored above sixty

per cent nor below forty per cent. Three of the subjects

comprehended the grammatical operation in sixty per cent of
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TABLE I

COMPREHENSION OF THE NON-IDENTITY REQUIREMENT
OF PRONONINALIZATION

4* 57 8

M A M F M F M F M F N F

100 . . . . 1 2 1 2 3 3 3 4

90 . . 3 2 . 2 3 3 2 1 1

80 . . 2 3 . . ..

70 " , 2 " . .

60 . 3 . . .. .

50 2 .".. . , . "

40 2 1 . . . . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0*

30 . S .

20

0 . 1

* Age in years.
* M, Male; F. Female.
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the sentences, two in fifty per cent of the sentences, and

three in forty per cent of the sentences, Of the four

female subjects, three scored sixty per cent and one scored

forty per cent. Of the male subjects, none scored sixty per

cent, two scored fifty per cent, and two scored forty per

cent.

Imitation

Table II indicates the total number of changes which

the children of each age level made in regard to the five

specific grammatical and phonological areas previously noted.

The numbers at the left of each column represent the total

number of changes made by male (N) subjects in each area and

in each age group, while the numbers at the right of each

column represent the total number of changes made by female

(F) subjects in each area and in each age group. The follow-

ing is a description of the type of changes noted among the

responses of the four year-old subjects as is indicated in the

first column of Table II.

Ts-wga~s..--The most common changes which occurred in the

imitation of "is" and "was" in the stimulus sentences were

complete omission and change in person-number concord by

the substitution of "were" for "was." A total of thirty-nine

such changes were made by the four year-old subjects. The

absence in Black English of forms of "to be," particularly

"is" and "are," has been noted in the literature by Labov
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TABLE II

TOTAL NUMBER OF CHANGES OCCURRING
ON IMITATION

Changes-a
rh M F M F M F M F M 

Is-Was 22 17 19 5 18 9 7 6 4 1 2 4
Third
Person 26 18 24 18 27 23 13 15 11 5 10 15
"-s"

Possessive 9 6 7 6 12 12 5 4 2 3 2 2

"th" 13l15 22 16 17l14 9 812 3 0 3

Have-Has 4 4 2 2 4 1 0 0 2 1 0 2

*Age in years.
**M, Male; F, Female.
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(3, p. 153), Wolfram (5, p. 37), and others, and occurred

in the responses of all the subjects in the present study

except one. The omission of "is" extended to the contrac-

tion of "he is," as well; omission of the contracted form

occurred in the responses of six subjects. Omission of "was"

occurred in the responses of six children, while substitu-

tion of "were" for "was" occurred in the responses of four

children.

With regard to sex, females made a total of seventeen

changes of "is" and "was" on imitation, while males made

twenty-two such changes. Of the four subjects who substi-

tuted "were" for "was," three were female.

Third person tngular present tense.--The absence of

the "-s" suffix to denote the third person singular present

tense has also been described as a common characteristic of

Blank English by Labov (3, p. 153), Wolfram (5, p. 35), and

others, and was prevalent among the imitative responses of

the children in the present study. A total of forty-four

such omissions occurred and were evident in the language of

all the four year-old subjects. The absence of the "-s"

suffix to denote the third person singular present tense

allowed for responses such as, "Donald think he know every-

thing." The breakdown according to sex indicated that

females made eighteen such omissions while males omitted

the "-s" suffix in twenty-six instances.
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Possession.--The absence of the "'s" suffix to indicate

possession is also described as a commonly occurring charac-

teristic of Black English by Wolfrom (5, p. 36), Labov (3,

p. 152), Gladney (2, p. 760), and others, and, in the present

study, it allowed for the production of sentences such as,

"He'll eat Mickey candy," The occurrence of this charac-

teristic among the four year-olds was evident in fifteen

imitative responses, and all but one child omitted the suf-

fix in all cases. Males omitted the possessive suffix in

nine cases and females in six cases.

Voiced and unvoiced "th."--As has been noted by Williams

(4, p. 2) and others, both the voiced and unvoiced "th"

sounds may be changed in Black English. The most common

substitutions are /d/ or /v/ for voiced "th" and /t/ or /f/

for voiceless "th." The substitutions which occurred in the

imitations of the subjects in the present study were /t/ for

voiceless "th," /d/ for voiced "th," as well as complete

omission of the initial voiced "th" sound in the word "the."

A total of twenty-eight such changes occurred among the four

year-olds, fifteen by females and thirteen by males. While

only three of the subjects evidenced usage of /t/ for un-

voiced "th," and one of /d/ for voiced "th," all the children

of this age group at least occasionally omitted the voiced

"th" in "the."
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Have-has,--Another change which routinely occurred in

the imitations of these children was the substitution of

"have" for "has." Gladney (2, p. 759) and others have noted

such confusion among black children. In the present study,

all four year-olds substituted "have" for "has" at least

once in situations where "has" was the main verb of the sen-

tence, and in three cases completely omitted "has," giving

"He (has) taken Donald's hat."

Additional changes.--Aside from changes due to impre-

cise articulation, such as omission of the final sound in

"playing" and the merging of "didn't know" to form "dinno,"

both of which may occur in conversational standard English,

two other changes occurred in the imitations of the subjects.

In three cases, the contraction "he'll" was simplified to

"he" giving "He eat Mickey's candy." Also in three cases,

the final sound in "for" was dropped before the production of

a vowel, giving "fo."

Five Year-Olds

Comprehension

The results of the investigation into the five year-

old subjects' comprehension of the non-identity requirement

of pronominalization, as indicated in the second column of

Table I, showed that none of the children scored above ninety

per cent nor below seventy per cent. Three of the subjects
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comprehended the grammatical operation in ninety per cent of

the sentences, two in eighty per cent of the sentences, and

three in seventy per cent of the sentences. Of the four

female subjects, two scored ninety per cent, one scored

eighty per cent, and one at seventy per cent. Of the male

subjects, one scored ninety per cent, one scored eighty per

cent, and two at seventy per cent.

Imitation

Table II indicates the total number of changes which

the children of each age level made in regard to the five

primary grammatical and phonological areas which were noted

in the study. The following represents a description of the

type of changes noted among the responses of the five year-

old subjects.

Is-was.--As with the four year-old subjects, the most

common changes which occurred in the imitation of "is" and

"was" in the stimulus sentences were complete omission and

change in person-number concord by the substitution of "were"

for "was," A total of twenty-four such changes were made by

the five year-old subjects. The absence of "is" prevailed

in the responses of all subjects except one. However, in

the responses of two others, the only omission was in the

contracted form. The over-all pattern of omission of the

contracted form occurred in the responses of seven children.

Omission of "was" occurred in the responses of four children,
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while substitution of "were" for "wad" occurred in the

responses of only two children.

With regard to sex, females made a total of five changes

of "is" and "was" on imitation, while males made a total of

nineteen such changes. Both subjects who substituted "were"

for "was" were male.

Thi rd erson singular resent tense.--A total of forty-

two omissions of the third person "-s" suffix occurred in

the responses of all eight children of the five year-old

group. The breakdown according to sex indicated that males

made a total of twenty-four such omissions, while females

made eighteen.

Possession.--The absence of the "'Is suffix to indicate

possession was evident among the responses of the five year-

old subjects in thirteen instances, and all but two children

omitted the suffix at least once. Males omitted the posses-

sive suffix in seven cases, while females did so in six cases.

Voiced or unvoiced "th."--The substitutions which occurred

among the imitations of the five year-old subjects were /t/

for voiceless "th," /d/ for voiced "th," and one case of /s/

for voiceless "th," giving "Donald sink he knows every-

thing." Also, as with the four year-olds, the omission of

the initial voiced "th" sound in "the" was prevalent. A

total of thirty-eight such changes occurred, twenty-two by

males and sixteen by females, Seven of the subjects
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routinely substituted /d/ for voiced "th," four substituted

/t/ for voiceless "th," and all eight subjects routinely

omitted the voiced "th" sound in "the."

Have-has.--Substitution of "have" for "has" in situations

where "has" was the main verb of the sentence occurred in the

imitative responses of four of the five year-olds, producing

sentences such as "Re have the candy. . . .' Additionally,

one other child substituted "had" for "has." Three children

omitted "has" when it was performing as an auxiliary verb.

Therefore, while five children evinced confusion regarding

the use of "have," only four substituted "have" for "has."

The breakdown according to sex indicated that two males and

two females made the noted changes.

Additional changes.--As was the case with the four

year-old subjects, the contracted form of "he will" and the

omission of the final sound in "for" were noted. With the

former, only one child simplified the contraction to "he,"

while seven of the subjects produced "fo" for "for."

Six Year-Olds

Comprehens ion

The results of the investigation into the six year-old

subjects' comprehension of the non-identity requirement of

pronominalization, as indicated in the third column of

Table I, show that all of the children scored eighty per
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cent or better. Three of the subjects comprehended the

grammatical operation in all of the sentences, two in ninety

per cent of the sentences, and three in eighty per cent of

the sentences. Of the four female subjects, two scored one

hundred per cent. Of the male subjects, one scored one hun-

dred per cent, none scored ninety per cent, and three scored

eighty per cent.

Imitation

Table II indicates the total number of changes which

the children of each age level made in regard to the five

specific grammatical and phonological areas previously noted.

The following represents a description of the type of changes

noted among the responses of the six year-old subjects.

Is-was.--The most common change which occurred in the

imitation of "is" and "was" in the stimulus sentences was

the omission of either word. A total of twenty-seven such

changes were made by the six year-old subjects. Unlike the

four year-old subjects and five year-old subjects, no evi-

dence of "were" for "was" substitution was found. However,

omission of "is" or "was" occurred in the responses of all

the subjects of this group. The absence of "is" prevailed

in the responses of all eight subjects. However, in four of

those eight responses, only the contracted form of "is" was

omitted. The over-all pattern of omission of the contracted

form occurred in all of the subjects' responses. Omission

of "was" occurred in the responses of five subjects.
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With regard to sex, females made a total of nine omis-

sions of "is" or "was," while males made a total of eighteen.

All four males responded with at least one imitation in

which "was" was omitted, and two responded with imitations

in which "is" was omitted. Only one female evinced any "was"

omissions, while two had omissions of "is."

Third person singular present tense,.--A total of fifty

omissions of the third person "-s" suffix occurred in the

responses of all eight subjects in the six year-old group.

The breakdown according to sex indicated that males made a

total of twenty-seven such omissions, while females made

twenty-three.

Possession.--The absence of the "'s" suffix to indicate

possession was evident among the responses of the six year-

old subjects in twenty-four instances, with all children

omitting the suffix at least once. Males and females both

omitted the suffix a total of twelve times.

Voiced unvoiced "th."--The substitutions which occur-

red among the imitations of the six year-old subjects were

/d/ for voiced "th," as well as only one case of /t/ for

unvoiced "th." Also, as with the previous groups, the

omission of the initial voiced "th" sound in "the" was

prevalent. A total of thirty-one such changes occurred,

seventeen by males and fourteen by females. All eight
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subjects routinely omitted the voiced "th" sound in "the,"

while five substituted /d/ for voiced "th. "

Have-has,--Substitution of "have" for "has" in situa-

tions where "has" was the main verb of the sentence occurred

in the imitative responses of five of the six year-old sub-

jects. Additionally, one of the subjects omitted "has"

completely when its role was that of an auxiliary verb, one

of the subjects substitutued "had" for "has, " and another

substituted "have" for "has" both as a main verb and as an

auxiliary verb. Therefore, while six children evinced con-

fusion regarding the use of "have," five substituted "have"

for "has." The breakdown according to sex indicated that

one female and all four male subjects substituted "have" for

"has."

Additional changes.--As was the case with the previous

group, changes in the form of the contracted form of "he

will" and omission of the final sound in "for" were observed

among the six year-olds. The omission of the contracted

form became more prevalent than in either of the previous

two groups with four children producing such responses. The

omission of the final consonant in "for" occurred with the

same frequency, seven, as that of the five year-olds.
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Seven Year-Olds

Comprehens ion

The results of the investigation into the seven year-

old subjects' comprehension of the non-identity requirement

of pronominalization, as indicated in the fourth column of

Table I, show that all of the children scored ninety per

cent or better. Two of the subjects comprehended the gram-

matical operation in all of the sentences, while six compre-

hended it in ninety per cent of the sentences. The distribu-

tion as to sex was even, with one each scoring one hundred

per cent and three each scoring ninety per cent.

Imitation

Table II indicates the total number of changes which

the children of each age level made in regard to the five

specific grammatical and phonological areas previously

noted. The following represents a description of the type

of changes noted among the responses of the seven year-old

subjects.

Is-was.--The most common changes which occurred in the

imitation of either "is" or "was" in the stimulus sentences

was the omission of "is." While a total of thirteen such

changes were made by the seven year-old subjects, twelve

represented the omission of "is" while only one represented

an omission of "was." Similar to the six year-old subjects,
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no evidence of "were" for "was" substitution was found.

However, while omission of "is" occurred in the responses

of seven of the children in the group, in five of those

situations, only the contracted form was omitted, allowing

for the production of "Donald thinks he going to win the

race." In the responses of only two children did both the

omission of the contraction and omission of "is" occur

simultaneously. Therefore, the omission of the contracted

form appeared in the responses of seven children, while

omission of the non-contracted form of "is" appeared in the

responses of only two subjects.

With regard to sex, females made a total of six omis-

sions of "is," both contracted and non-contracted, while

males made a total of seven omissions, including the only

omission of "was."

Third person singular present tense.--A total of twenty-

eight omissions of the third person "-s" suffix occurred in

the responses of all but one subject in the seven year-old

group. The breakdown according to sex indicated that males

made a total of thirteen such omissions, while females made

fifteen.

Possession.--The absence of the "'s" suffix to indicate

possession was evident among the responses of the seven year-

old subjects in nine instances, with six of the children
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omitting the suffix at least once. Males omitted the pos-

sessive suffix in five cases, and females omitted it in

four cases,

Voiced or unvoiced "th."--The substitutions which occur-

red among the imitations of the seven year-old subjects were

/d/ for voiced "th" and /t/ for unvoiced "th." Also, as

with the previous three groups, the omission of the initial

voiced "th" in "the" was prevalent. A total of seventeen

such changes occurred, nine by males and eight by females.

Only two subjects substituted /t/ for the unvoiced "th,"

while three substituted /d/ for the voiced "th." Omission

of the voiced "th" in "the" occurred in only four cases,

half as many as in the six year-old group and lowest of any

of the preceding groups.

Ha-has.--Responses of the seven year-old group indi-

cated that no substitution of "have" for "has" occurred, and

that neither was omitted by any of the children at this age

level.

Additional changes.--As was the case in the previous

three groups of subjects, changes in the form of the con-

traction for "he will" and with regard to the final conso-

nant in "for" occurred, The omission of the contraction

occurred only once in the responses of the seven year-olds,

the lowest frequency of occurrence, and the same as that of

the five year-olds, of the four youngest groups. The



frequency of omission of the final consonant in "for"

declined to four, which was fewer than the figures noted

for the five and six year-olds,

Eight Year-Olds

Comprehension

The results of the investigation into the eight year-

old subjects' comprehension of the non-identity requirement

of pronominalization, as indicated in the fifth column of

Table I, show that all of the children scored ninety per

cent or more. Six of the subjects comprehended the gram-

matical operation in all of the sentences, while two compre-

hended it in ninety per cent of the sentences. The dis-

tribution as to sex was even, with three each scoring one

hundred per cent and one each scoring ninety per cent.

Imitation

Table II indicates the total number of changes which

the children of each level made in regard to the five gram-

matical and phonological areas previously noted, The fol-

lowing represents a description of the type of changes

noted among the responses of the eight year-old subjects.

Is-was.--The most common changes which occurred in

the imitation of either "is" or "was" in the stimulus sen-

tences were omission of both words. Only five such changes

occurred, with all five appearing in responses of only three of
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the total eight children. While four of the changes made by

the eight year-olds were omissions of "is," and only one an

omission of "was," three of those changes were of the "s"

suffix to denote the contraction of "he is" to "he's."

With regard to sex, females made a total of one omission

of "is," in the contracted form. Males made a total of four

changes, including the only omission of "was."

Third person singular present tense.--A total of six-

teen omissions of the third person "-s" suffix occurred in

the responses of all but two subjects in the eight year-old

group. The breakdown according to sex indicated that males

made a total of eleven such omissions, while females made

a total of five.

Possession.--The absence of the "'s" suffix to indicate

possession was evident among the responses of the eight year-

old subjects in only five instances, with four of the child-

ren omitting the suffix at least once. Males omitted the

suffix two times, while females omitted it in three instances.

Voiced or unvoiced "th."--The substitutions which

occurred among the imitations of the eight year-old sub-

jects were /d/ for voiced "th," and one case of /s/ for

unvoiced "th." Also, the omission of the initial voiced

"th" in "the" was prevalent. A total of fifteen such changes

occurred, twelve by males and three by females. Only four
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subjects substituted /d/ for the voiced "th," and only four

omitted the "th" in "the."

Rave-has.--Among the eight year-olds, only three cases

of "have" for "has" substitution occurred, with one omission

of "has" as an auxiliary verb being noted.

Additional hangs.--As was the case in the other age

groups, changes in the form of the contraction for "he will"

and with regard to the final consonant in "for" were noted.

The smallest frequency of occurrence of both was noted at

this age level with no omissions of the contraction and one

omission of the final consonant in "for."

Nine Year-Olds

Comprehension

The results of the investigation into the nine year-

old subjects' comprehension of the non-identity requirement

of pronominalization, as indicated in the sixth column of

Table I, show that all of the children scored ninety per

cent or more. Seven of the subjects comprehended the gram-

matical operation in all of the sentences, while one com-

prehended it in ninety per cent of the sentences. All

females in the study scored one hundred per cent, while

three males scored one hundred per cent and one scored

ninety per cent.



Imitation

Table II indicates the total number of changes which the

children of each level made in regard to the five grammatical

and phonological areas previously noted. The following

represents a description of the type of changes noted among

the responses of the nine year-old subjects.

Is-was.--The most common changes which occurred in the

imitation of either "is" or "was" in the stimulus sentences

were the omissions of both words. While a total of six

such changes were made by the nine year-old subjects, five

represented the omission of "is" while only one represented

an omission of "was." Similar to the responses of both the

six and seven year-old subjects, no evidence of "were" for

"was" substitution was found. However, while omission of

"is" occurred in the responses of all of the four children

who made any errors, in three of those situations only the

contracted form was omitted. In the responses of only one

child did both the omission of the contraction and omission

of "is" occur simultaneously.

With regard to sex, females made a total of four omis-

sions, while males made only two. The sole omission of

"was" was by a female, while the sole omission of non-

contracted "is" was by a male.

Third person sngula present tense.--A total of twenty-

five omissions of the third person "-s" suffix occurred in
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the responses of the nine year-old group. The breakdown

according to sex indicated that males made a total of ten

such omissions, while females made a total of fifteen.

Possession.--The absence of the "'s" suffix to indicate

possession was evident among the responses of the nine year-

old subjects in only four instances, with four subjects

omitting the suffix once apiece. Males and females both

omitted the suffix a total of two times.

Voiced or unvoiced "the."--Only ten substitutions of

the voiced and unvoiced "the" sounds were evident in the

imitations of the nine year-olds, with nine substitutions

characterized by the /d/ substitution for the voiced "th"

and one by the /t/ substitution for the unvoiced "the."

All ten changes occurred in the repetitions of three female

subjects.

Have-has.--Among the nine year-olds, only two cases of

"have" for "has" substitution occurred. Both substitutions

occurred in the responses of female subjects, with substi-

tution noted for the auxiliary verb and one for the main

verb.

Additional changes.--As was the case with the eight

year-old subjects, the omission of the final consonant in

"for" occurred in only one child's response, while the omis-

sion of the contracted form of "he will" was not in evi-

dence in any of the responses.



Comparison of Results

The following is a comparative description of the

responses of all six groups of subjects. Particular atten-

tion will be devoted to the patterns of development noted in

both the task of comprehension and the task of imitation.

Comprehension

The pattern of development in the comprehension of the

non-identity requirement of pronominalization by the sub-

jects in the study can be seen in Table I. As Chomsky (1)

noted in a similar study, the pattern of development which

unfolds cannot tell us exactly when a child will acquire the

structures under observation, but it can provide insight

into the order of the stages of development. In the case of

the present study, a readily observable and orderly sequence

of development has occurred. The responses of the first two

age groups appeared to indicate that the subjects were not

sufficiently comprehending the non-identity requirement of

pronominalization. The third group, while scoring generally

higher than the previous groups, appeared to be in a transi-

tional stage of development. The three groups of older

subjects all appeared to be adequately comprehending the

non-identity requirement, but differed with respect to refine-

ment of comprehension.

Among the four year-olds, no subject scored higher than

sixty per cent comprehension, while no five year-old scored
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lower than seventy per cent. Three five year-olds not only

scored ninety per cent, but scored higher than three six

year-olds, and performed equally as well as two other six

year-olds. However, no subject in the six year-old group

scored as low as any in the five year-old group, and no one

in the five year-old group scored as high as three subjects

did who were in the six year-old group. The six year-olds

were the youngest group to have members who scored one hun-

dred per cent, but, nevertheless, they still had three sub-

jects who were comprehending eighty per cent.

The seven year-olds were the first group to have all

members comprehend the non-identity requirement in ninety

per cent or more of the sentences, and, while they had one

fewer member at the one hundred per cent level than did the

six year-olds, they had no members who scored as low as the

three lowest scoring six year-olds. At the same time there

were as many seven year-olds who comprehended ninety per cent

or more of the sentences as there were eight and nine year-

olds who did to. However, thirteen out of a total of sixteen

eight and nine year-olds comprehended the non-identity require-

ment in all instances with six and seven from each group

respectively.

With regard to sex, Table I indicates that females

scored slightly higher in age groups four through six, with

ten females and five males in the two superior percentage



levels. However, in age groups seven through nine, the

distribution of males and females at the ninety and one

hundred per cent levels was almost identical.

Imitation

The following descriptions represent a comparison of

the five most noticeable changes in the imitative response

of the children in :the study. The characteristics are not

intended to represent a complete description of the most

typical characteristics of North Texas Black English, but

only a sampling of those characteristics which were stimulated

by this study's stimulus sentences. By the same token, the

language of the subjects in this study is not intended to

represent the common characteristics of all North Texas black

children's language, but only the language of those children

whose background and development was described in Chapter III.

Tables III and IV indicate the breakdown of changes in

words made by the subjects during the task of imitation,

specifically with regard to the total number of subjects

and the number of males and females who produced changes of

words. Table III indicates the total number of subjects

who changed the forms of words in each of the designated

areas. In addition, Table III indicates the total number of

subjects who changed the forms of words in each of the desig-

nated areas. In addition, Table III indicates the number of

children out of the total eight in each group who made word
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TABLE III

TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBJECTS MAKING CHANGESIN EACH AREA

Changes Ae
- 5 6 7 8 9

"Is" Omission 8 4 4 2 1 l

"Was" Omission 6 4 5 1 1 1

"Is" Contraction omission 6 7 8 7 3 3
Third Person "-s" Omission 8 8 8 7 6 8

Possessive "'s" Omission 7 6 8 6 4 4

/d/ for voiced "th" 1 7 5 3 4 3

/t/ for unvoiced "th" 3 4 1 2 0 1

"th" Omission in "the" 8 8 8 4 4 0

"Have" for "has" Substitution 8 4 5 0 3 2
-lo mn m a a m NO -
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changes. Table IV indicates the total number of changes

made by males and females in each age group, with an indica-

tion of those individuals, male or female, who made the

fewest or most word changes on imitation at each age level.

Is-was.--As can be observed in Table II, a noticeable

decline occurred in the number of imitative changes as a

function of increased age with respect to "is" and "was."

While changes in the form of "is" and "was" still occurred

among the responses of the seven, eight, and nine year-old

children, they were markedly fewer than those of the four,

five, and six year-olds, and, for the most part, only included

omission of the contraction for "he is,"

As is indicated in Table III, four year-olds omitted

"is" as an auxiliary verb more than any other group, with all

eight subjects omitting it at least once, while only four

five year-olds, four six year-olds, two seven year-olds,

and one child apiece among the two oldest groups omitted it.

The omission of "was" followed a similar pattern with six

four year-olds, four five year-olds, five six year-olds,

and one apiece from the three oldest groups omitting the

verb. The omission of "'s" in the contraction of "he is"

prevailed in the highest number of children, with a total of

twenty-one out of twenty-four children omitting it among the

three youngest groups, and a total of thirteen out of twenty-

four children omitting it among the three oldest groups.

The substitution of "was" for "were" occurred only in the
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TABLE IV

TOTAL NUMBER OF CHANGES MADE BY MALES AND
FEALES IN EACH AGE GROUP

Age Male Female Most Changes Fewest Changes

4 74 60 23 (Female) 5 (Female)

5 74 47 22 (dale) 9 (Female)

6 79 59 21 (Male) 11 (Female)

7 34 33 16 (Male) (Male)

8 31 13 11 (hale) 0 (Female)

9 19 33 12 (Female) 2 (Male)
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responses of the four and five year-olds, with the four

year-olds making four and the five year-olds making two

such substitutions.

With regard to sex, Table II indicates that males made

a consistently greater number of changes in the forms of

Sis" and "was" in the three youngest groups, while the dif-

ferences became less marked among the younger children. In

fact, among the nine year-olds the trend was reversed with

females making more changes, although there were only six

total changes noted. However, as is indicated in Table IV,

this latter occurrence is in agreement with the trend for

all five characteristics among nine year-olds in the study.

Thir per son singular present tense.--As can be observed

in Table II, a gradual decline in the total number of imita-

tive changes as a function of increased age occurred with

respect to the omission of the third person singular present

tense "-s" suffix. Individually, all children in the six

groups frequently omitted the t-s" suffix, with a total of

forty-five out of the forty-eight children in the study

making the omission. As is indicated in Table III, in none

of the groups did fewer than six of eight children make the

omission, while in four of the groups all children omitted

the suffix.

With regard to sex, Table II indicates that males made

a consistently greater number of omissions of the "-s" suf-

fix among the three youngest groups with a total of
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seventy-seven, while females did so in fifty-nine cases.

However, among the three older groups, the differences be-

tween males and females are less emphatic with females

making a total of thirty-five omissions and males making

thirty-four. In fact, females predominated slightly in age

groups seven and nine with respect to the "-s" suffix. How-

even, as is noted in Table IV, the high number of changes

among females in those two age groups is consistent with the

results for all five characteristics which were observed,

Possession.--As is indicated in Table II, with the

exception of the responses of the six year-olds, there is

a gradual decline in the number of omissions of the posses-

sive "'s" suffix as a function of increased age. Among the

three youngest age groups, a total of fifty-two omissions of

the possessive suffix occurred, while only eighteen were

observed among the three older groups. Even with the elimina-

tion of the inexplicably divergent responses of the six year-

olds, the younger children manifested more omissions than

did the three older groups. On an individual basis, and

again with the exception of the results of the six year-old

group, a gradual decline with age is noticeable in the total

number of children in each group who omitted the possessive

suffix. Table III indicates that only three of the twenty-

four subjects in the three youngest groups failed to omit

the possessive suffix, while ten of twenty-four performed

similarly among the three older groups.



With regard to sex, no large differences were noted in

the omission of the possessive suffix. According to the

results listed in Table II, males made a total of thirty-

seven omissions of the possessive suffix, while females made

thirty-three such omissions.

Voiced and unvoiced "th."--As in indicated in Table II,

with the exception of the responses of the four year-olds,

there is a gradual decline in the number of changes in the

production of the "th" sound as a function of increased age.

The apparent factor involved in the low number of changes

among the four year-olds is evident in Table III which indi-

cates that this age group contained the fewest number of

subjects who produced /d/ for voiced "th" substitution.

Despite this occurrence, the results in Table II clearly

indicate that the children in the three youngest groups

made considerably more changes than the older subjects in

the imitative production of "th," with foux five, and six

year-olds producing ninety-seven changes, and seven, eight,

and nine year-olds producing only thirty-five changes.

The individual analyses of the changes in the imita-

tive production of the "th" sound are noted in Table III.

The total number of subjects in each group who produced the

substitution of /d/ for voiced "th" and /t/ for unvoiced

"th," and who omitted the initial "th" sound in "the ,"

decreased among the three older groups. The omission of

the initial sound in "the" was noted among the responses of
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all children in the three youngest groups, but only among

eight of the twenty-four subjects in ages seven through nine.

The substitution of /t/ for unvoiced "th" occurred in the

responses of eight children in the three youngest groups,

but only in the responses of three children in ages seven

through nine, The substitution of /d/ for voiced "th"

occurred in the responses of thirteen children in the three

youngest groups, but only in the responses of ten children

in ages seven through nine.

With regard to differences between male and female sub-

jects, Table II indicates that among the three youngest

groups, males made a total of fifty-two changes of words

containing the "th" sound, while females made forty-five such

changes. Among the seven, eight, and nine year-olds, males

made a total of twenty-one and females a total of fourteen

changes in "th" words.

Have-has. -- Regarding the substitution of "have" for

"has" in situations where "has" was the main verb in the

sentence, Table II indicates that substitution occurred more

frequently among the subjects in the three younger groups

than in the three older groups. While seventeen subjects

who were ages four through six substituted "have" for "has,"

five subjects in the three older groups made the substitution.

All subjects in the four year-old group indicated confusion

in the use of "has," while no subjects in the seven year-old

group substituted "have" for "has" as the main verb of the
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sentence. In situations where "has" was performing as an

auxiliary verb, six subjects completely omitted it, three

subjects substituted "have," and one substituted "had.""

With regard to differences between the responses of

males and females, Table II indicates that males made a

total of twelve substitutions of "have" for "has" as a main

verb, while females made a total of ten. Among the three

younger groups, males made ten such substitutions, while

females made seven, and among the older three groups, where

only five errors were made, females made three and males

made two substitutions.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary and Conclusions

The present study was an investigation of a group of

economically disadvantaged black children's comprehension of

the non-identity requirement of pronominalization, with

additional information about the surface structure of this

particular group's language being gained through a task of

imitation. The subjects of the study were twenty-four male

and twenty-four female black children, thirty-two of whom

were selected from grades one through four and sixteen of

whom were selected from a kindergarten population of a North

Texas public school system. All subjects of the study were

from families whose members were recipients of federal wel-

fare aid and were native residents of the North Texas area.

At the time of the study, the subjects were living with their

natural parents who were the only adults permanently living

in the household. It was further required that all subjects

who were selected for the study be free from physiological,

psychological, neurological, and auditory problems, which could

possibly have affected normal language development. All

background information was obtained through discussions with

teachers and teacher's aides as well as with the school

88
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guidance counselor who provided information regarding the

developmental history of each child, A general estimate of

intelligence for each subject was provided by the administra-

tion of the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale.

The results of both the tasks of comprehension and Imi-

tation were obtained through the use of fifteen stimulus

sentences, ten of which contained one example of the non-

identity requirement of pronominalization, For the task of

comprehension of the non-identity requirement, each subject

was required to listen to the stimulus sentences and then

select the correct referents of the pronouns in each sentence

by pointing to a toy figure which symbolized the referent,

Only the subjects' choices in the ten sentences including

the non-identity requirement were scored, and a percentage of

correct responses was assessed for each child in each age

group. The task of imitation required only that each subject

listen to the stimulus sentences and reproduce them, with

those variations which were most often produced by the sub-

jects in each age group being particularly noted.

Comprehension

Chomsky (1, p. 116) noted in her study of the develop-

ment of the non-identity requirement among primarily white

middle class children that the pattern of development was

both simple and uniform and "not subject to fairly extensive
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individual variations." As can be observed in Table I (p. 56),

Chomsky's observations could pertain to the present study as

well. From the responses of the four year-olds through the

nine year-olds, a very orderly pattern of development occurred.

The four year-old subjects, in particular, indicated the most

confusion with regard to comprehension of the non-identity

requirement with no subject comprehending more than sixty

per cent of the sentences and three comprehending as little

as forty per cent. Each succeeding age group, however, con-

tained progressively more subjects who comprehended ninety

or one hundred per cent of the sentences. The five year-old

group, for instance, included three children who compre-

hended ninety per cent of the sentences, while the six year-

old group included five children who scored ninety per cent

or more (two scored ninety per cent and three scored one

hundred per cent). Among the seven, eight, and nine year-

olds, however, no child scored lower than ninety per cent

comprehension, and the number of children who scored one

hundred per cent increased from two to six to seven, respec-

tively.

As Chomsky (1, p. 12) has noted, the results of such a

developmental study as the present investigation of the non-

identity requirement of pronominalization cannot be used to

accurately predict exactly when a structure will be acquired,

but can offer a "reliable judgment about the relative order"
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in which the child will acquire it. In both the present

study and Chomsky's study, the relative order of acquisition

was gradual and uniform with no major gaps in development

noted between age groups. However, it is interesting to note

that the children in Chomsky's study had mastered compre-

hension of the non-ident.ty requirement by 5.6 years, with

"mastery" indicated by the absence of any errors. In the

present study, no age group attained one hundred per cent

accuracy by all the subjects in the group. However, among

the nine year-olds, only one child failed to comprehend all

instances of the non-identity requirement, and among the

eight year-olds, only two children failed to attain one hun-

dred per cent comprehension. Among the seven year-olds,

while all eight subjects attained ninety per cent compre-

hension or better, only two comprehended all instances of

the non-identity requirement. Therefore, generally speaking,

the subjects in the present study appeared to begin to attain

mastery of the non-identity requirement between the ages of

seven and eight years. The disparity between the age of

mastery of comprehension noted by Chomsky and the results of

the present study may possibly be accounted for by the

greater number of stimulus sentences utilized in the present

study which could possibly have increased the potential for

error. In addition, the results of the task of imitation

(p. 103) indicated that the majority of the children in the

study utilized a number of dialect features in their language,
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which may indicate the presence of linguistic interference

as a variable in the comprehension of the non-identity

requirement by the children in the present study. However,

of primary interest is that while the economically disad-

vantaged children in the present study did not acquire

mastery of the grammatical operation at as early an age as

did the primarily middle class subjects of Chomsky's study,

both groups presented an over-all pattern which was similar

in uniformity of development.

Unlike Chomsky's study, the present study attempted to

investigate the comprehension of the non-identity require-

ment among a group of four year-olds as well as among older

children. Because Chomsky (1, p. 116) had speculated that

the subjects in her study had probably mastered the operation

by as early as five-and-a-half years, the present study

undertook to observe if development of comprehension before

that age was gradual or abrupt. Table I indicates that the

pattern of development in the comprehension of the operation

among four year-olds is similar to that found among the other

age groups and fits into the pattern of gradual over-all

development of the study. While no scores of the four year-

old subjects overlapped the comprehension scores of the five

year-olds, as was the pattern for the other age groups,

there was an absence of a large gap between the two groups,

with the highest scores of the four year-olds being sixty

per cent and the lowest scores of the five year-olds being
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seventy per cent. In addition, the dispersal of scores

among the four year-olds was identical to that among the

five and six year-olds with three scoring at the highest

and lowest percentage levels and two at the middle levels.

The pattern of responses of the four year-olds was also

identical to that of the five and six year-olds in that all

scores were spread between three percentage levels, with no

subjects scoring lower than the third level.

The role of sex as a variable in the learning of the

non-identity requirement of pronominalization was not satis-

factorily concluded in the present study, although females

appeared to attain higher levels of comprehension at the

younger age levels. Among the seven, eight, and nine year-

old groups, males and females performed almost identically,

but in the three younger groups, seven females as compared

to only two males attained the highest percentages of com-

prehension. Conversely, males outnumbered females among the

lowest percentage levels, seven to two. The preceding

results were primarily influenced by the fact that among

the four year-olds, three females as compared to no males

scored the highest percentages of comprehension, while, con-

versely, three males as compared to no females scored the

lowest percentages among the six year-olds. Generally

speaking, however, no generalizations regarding superiority

of females in the development of the non-identity requirement

can be made on the basis of the limited number of subjects

utilized in the present study.



Imitation

The task of imitation was utilized to gather informa-

tion regarding some of the language features of the subjects

whose comprehension of the non-identity requirement of pro-

nominalization was being observed. During the repetition of

the fifteen stimulus sentences, it was noted that many of

the children altered certain words in a consistent manner

so that either the phonology or the grammatical intent, or,

in some cases, both the phonology and the grammatical intent,

of the original words in the stimulus sentences was changed.

It was indicated during the comparison of the results of

all groups in Chapter IV that the language features which

were singled out for description were intended to represent

only a sampling of those characteristics which were stimu-

lated by the fifteen stimulus sentences, and were not intended

to be a complete description of all typical characteristics

of North Texas black dialect. It was also emphasized that

the language characteristics of the black children in the

study were not intended to represent the common characteris-

tics of all North Texas black children's language, but only

the characteristics of black children whose backgrounds and

developmental patterns were similar to the subjects in this

study.

The five areas which were observed to be undergoing the

most consistent alteration when imitated by the subjects in

the study were "is" and "was," the "-s" suffix representing
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the third person singular present tense, the "'s" suffix

indicating possession, "has" as a main verb, and both the

voiced and unvoiced "th" sounds. The most common types of

errors were either omissions of words or sounds, or substi-

tution of words or sounds for the words or sounds used in

the stimulus sentences. For example, "is" was omitted, as

well as the contracted form, "was" was often omitted, the

possessive "'s" and the third person singular present tense

"-s" suffix were commonly omitted, "have" was often substi-

tuted for "has" when "has" was functioning as a main verb,

and /t/ was often substituted for unvoiced "th" while the

voiced "th" was often substituted for by /d/ or omitted com-

pletely in the production of "the."

As can be observed in Tables II and III (pp. 58 and 79),

the general pattern which prevailed for changes during imita-

tion was that of a gradual decline in frequency with age

with the possible exception of the third person singular

"-s" suffix which showed the most resistance to change.

The primary example of this gradual decline was the omission

of the verbs "is" and "was" which showed a steady decline

both in the number of changes as well as the total number of

subjects making the changes. However, the decline in fre-

quency could possibly have followed a similarly gradual

pattern for changes in the cases of the "-s" suffix to indi-

cate the third person singular present tense, the possessive

"'s" suffix and the substitution of "have" for "has" had it
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not been for the unexplainable increase in changes among the

six year-olds (Table II). The uniform decline of changes in

the imitation of "th" sounds was altered by the responses of

the four year-old subjects who unexplainably produced the

fewest number of /d/ for voiced "th" substitution of any of

the age groups.

Perhaps what is even more interesting, and perhaps more

potentially significant in the classroom situation, is the

large decline in the frequency of changes at the seven year-

old level and older. In all cases, the largest decline

occurred between the six and seven year-olds. Table II indi-

cates that, with very few exceptions, the differences in the

number of changes among the four, five, and six year-olds

are very small. However, even with the omission of the

divergent responses of the six year-olds, the changes among

the seven year-olds were generally fewer than those noted

for the older groups with gradually fewer changes appearing

among the responses of the eight and nine year-olds, While

no definite explanation for the decrease in imitative changes

at approximately age seven can be afforded by the present

study, the role of maturation, constant exposure to a middle-

class institution such as the school, and the ability of the

older subjects to interchange dialects appear to be poten-

tially reasonable conjectures.

The role of sex as a variable in the imitation of the

study's stimulus sentences can be inferred from Table IV
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(p. 81). The responses of the subjects to the imitative

task indicated that females produced fewer changes between

the ages of four and six years. The males in these groups

made as many as twenty-seven and as few as fourteen more

total changes than females. However, the seven year-old

subjects, both male and female, produced an approximately

equivalent number of changes. While the eight year-old

males produced more changes than did females, the nine year-

old females made more changes on imitation that did the nine

year-old males. This over-all pattern, therefore, implies

that while males in the study utilized more frequent dia-

lectal characteristics than did females at the earlier age

levels, the differences between sexes become less pronounced

and regular by approximately age seven.

Recommendations

The results of this study indicated that, among a group

of economically disadvantaged black children who were selected

on the basis of a number of specific criteria, those sub-

jects who indicated mastery of the non-identity requirement

of pronominalization were approximately seven-and-a-half

years of age. An investigation of selected language charac-

teristics of these children indicated that it was also the

children of approximately seven years of age who began to

produce fewer changes in imitated sentences. The result of

this decrease in imitative changes was the production of

sentences by older children which included fewer dialectal
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features than those produced by younger children. While it

is not possible to make any generalizations on the basis of

this single study, it would appear to be a profitable avenue

for further investigations to examine the possible relation-

ship of the decreased use of dialectal features and the in-

creased comprehension of standard English by speakers of

other dialects. Specifically, it would be profitable to

investigate whether or not the use of a dialect signifi-

cantly impedes comprehension of standard English and to what

degree, as well as to describe the chronological stages, if

any, at which the native dialect becomes less of an influ-

ence on the production and comprehension of standard English.

For practical purposes, such studies could provide remedial

English teachers and speech pathologists with information

regarding the ages at which dialect speakers could best

profit from remedial language programs.

The procedures used in this study would appear to be

useful for implementing the research directions, mentioned

above and for investigating other grammatical structures,

particularly if the studies were intent upon describing a

group of children's comprehension of those structures. The

task of imitation was useful as a tool for stimulating pro-

duction of certain features of native speech. However, as

was the case in the present study, it is difficult to stim-

ulate a large variety of responses with even a large number

of stimulus sentences. Detailed samples of native language
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would probably be more effectively collected through the

stimulation of spontaneous speech in the manner which Labov

(2) and Wolfram (3) advocated.

Further research based upon the methodology utilized

in the present study could possibly profit from a few addi-

tional considerations. For example, regarding the task of

comprehension of the non-identity requirement of pronominali-

zation, it might prove valuable to replicate the study

utilizing a group of older children for the purpose of

finding a group with one hundred per cent comprehension by.

all subjects as was the case in Chomsky's study. At the same

time, it would be interesting to note if the responses of a

group composed of subjects younger than the youngest sub-

jects of the present study, perhaps three-and-a-half to

four-and-a-half years of age, would conform to the uniform

pattern of development noted in this study. For the purpose

of assessing the effect of language programs upon the com-

prehension of a group of black children, it could possibly

be of value to compare the developmental sequence of children

who have had exposure to a Head Start program to a group of

children with no such experience.

Reduplication of the task of imitation would be valuable

for the purpose of clarifying the responses of the six year-

olds in the present study. If the present responses were

corroborated, it might prove interesting to discover those

variables which led to the increase of imitative changes
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among both males and females. In addition, it would be

worthwhile to duplicate the study, with perhaps the addi-

tion of spontaneous speech activities, to substantiate the

inference that a transitional period for dialect usage by

the black children in the study may possibly occur at approx-

imately seven years of age. Finally, reduplication and

extension of the study to include ten year-olds could pro-

vide additional information regarding the apparent disparity

of results between males and females on the task of imitation,

particularly among younger subjects,
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INSTRUCTIONS AND STIMULUS SENTENCES

1, Instructions

A. Imitations Listen carefully and say what I say.

B. Comprehension: I am going to say some things about

Mickey and Donald. Point to the one that

I am talking about,

2. Practice Sentences

A. Imitations 1) Mickey has big ears,

2) Donald has a blue shirt.

3) He told Donald to run.

B. Comprehension: 1) Donald is jumping.
(Who is jumping?)

2) Mickey is running fast.
(Who is running fast?)

3) He is hitting Mickey.
(Who is hitting?)
(Who is being hit?)

4) He is happy because Donald is mad.
( Who is happy?)
( Who is mad? )

3. Test Sentences

Keys (*) indicates sentences containing
the non-identity requirement

(#} indicates questions to be scored

* A. He is happy that Mickey won the race.
# (Who is happy?)

(Who won the race?)
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* B. He didn't know why Donald felt so sad.
# (Who didn't know?)

(Who felt so sad?)

* C. He has the candy that Mickey wanted.
(Who wanted the candy?)

# (Who has the candy?)

D. If he wins the race, Donald will be happy.
(if "who" wins the race?)
(Who will be happy?)

* E. He'll eat Mickey's candy.
# (Who'll eat the candy?)

(Whose candy is it?)

* F. He doesn't know where Mickey is hiding.
# (Who doesn't know?)

( Who is hiding?)

G. When he was playing baseball, Mickey fell down.
(Who was playing baseball?)
(Who fell down?)

H. Donald thinks he knows everything.
(Who knows everything?)
(Who thinks?)

* I. He is running over to Mickey's house.
(Whose house is it?)

# (Who is running?)

J. Mickey said that he was hungry for a big dinner.
(Who was hungry?)
(Who said it?)

* K. He says Mickey is funny.
# (Who says?)

(Who is funny?)

* L. He has taken Donald's hat.
(Whose hat is it?)

# (Who has taken it?)

* M. He thinks Donald knows how to fly.
# (Who thinks?)

(Who knows how to fly?)
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N. Donald thinks he's going to win the race.
(Who thinks?)
(Who's going to win the race?)

* 0. He was five years old when Mickey broke his leg.
# (Who was five years old?)

(Who broke his leg?)
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: Jj_ Sex: 2_ Age: 4Lw9 Grades K Family Members:

Father's Ooupations Service station attendant

Mother's Occupations Ucusewife

Parents' Educational Background: Neither prnt cormnlt hi h schoI

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales A DeviationScg )

RESPONSES

Imitation les
(C Ci

hi hapi 4mI&kTi wn res /

hi dIn no Ka dcxml fEl so aid

hi herv c ktn dI tt miki wnTid /

If hi wIn a res dcnxald rId bi hTp1 /

hi it mikiw kitndI //
wEn hi was plejIn besbal mIkiI f adaun //
hi dino wcr miki haidIn /

dcnanad (Iik hi no: LvrIeIn /

hi rAnIn ovata mIkI hans //

miki i stEt hi was hl grI far a bIg din;r//

hi se mIkI Is f ni r/

hi tekan donal h4tt /1

hieig k dc naJ4 no hau to flaI 1/

dn ld oi 3k hI ga"-) win - res //

hi ws faI jir old vfln miki brok hi: lE /

ponies to Questions
orreot; I - Incorrect)

I

I

C

C

C

C

C

C

I

1.

2.

3.

4.,

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Corrects 60

I
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: J2 Sex: _ Ages J4-l0 Grades K Family Members: 220

Father's Occupation: Service station attendant

Mother's Occupation: School custodian

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Neither parent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 98 (Age Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

imitation

hi Is htpI jt >t mIki wan P wee //

hi done waI danal f-I so sqd /f

hi h yv I a k gndI wat mIki wanId /

If hi win da res daunal wIl bi ht:p1II

hi it mikI k pndiII

wEn hi plejIn besbl mikI fl dwan //

hi done war mIkI haidIn /1

dan.: GI 3k hi no cvaei /

hi rnnIn ov! tu mIkI hs /1

mIkI se hi htvgrI for a bIg dinY //

hi se mIkI Is fAni //

hi hItz tekIn dcnal heet /

hi tI k d nal no ha tu flai /1

dcnal tI k hi go-a wIn a res //

hi fai jir: ol w n mikI brok hI: l 1/

Percentage C

Responses to Qu
Corrects I awI

C

I

I

I

C

I

C

C

I

I

correct: 40

Bastions

:ncorrect)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

II.

12.

13,

14.

15.
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Personal Data Sheet

Subjects Jt Sex: F Ages 4-10 Grades K Family Members:

Father's Occupations Laborer

Mother's Occupations Housewife

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Neither usrent completed hith school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 99 (Are Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Resp
(a - Go:

hi I: hcpI dig,t mIkI wan D res //

hi done vat damn A f1 so si /

hi hqbz kc&eII det mIkI vanId //1

If hi win &4 res donal wI bi h.pI /

hil it mlkI kae-ndI //

wEn hi plejIn besbal tak! fL alfnt /

hi dIno wEr mIkI haIdIn If

danal tI Ik hi no EvrItI /1

hi rrnIn ova ta mkt hairs /

mlkI se hi hArgrI fo a bIg dIn /

hi se mkI fanI //
hi tekln dsnal ht..t I/

hi OI tas doranl no ha rrtu flatI/
da-na GIk hi gana wIn da res /f

hi wxf faIv JIr old wtn mlk! brok his lg //

onses to
rect s I

C

I

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

I

C

I

I

I

Percentage Correct: 40

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9,

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: J Sex: Ages 4 jj Grade: K Family Members: J

Father's Occupations Construction worker

Mother's Occupation: Rest home attendant

Parents' Educational Background: Neither parent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 11' (Age Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Res
( C - Ci

hi hzI i ;Wmiki wan res p/

hi dIn no wm.donal f61 so sd /

hi hv t k+tndI 4t mikI wonId //

If hi win a res dnal wIl bI harpi /

K l it mikI: kag.ndI //
wEn hi plejIn besb4l miki fEl daVn /

hi dAznt no wEr mIki Iz haIdIn /

dnal oIk hi no: evrieIG //

hi r NnIn ov Va miki hds //e

miki s E. hi hAgrI for x bIg dini //

hi s:fa mikI Iz fAni /

hi hafvz tekIn danal htt /

hi OItk danal no hata ftlaI //

b nal Gi k hi: g"uns win res //

hi wJ faiv jir ol wcn mikI brok hIz Eg //

ponses to Questions
orrect I -Incorrect)

I

C

C

I

I

C

C

I

I

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.,

15.

Percentage Corrects 50

C
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: 5 Sex: 3 Ages j4j Grades jK Family Members: _.L

Father's Occupations Laborer

Mother's Occupations Housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Neither parent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 108 (Are Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

imitation Rei
(C -

hi Iz ha-pi 4dt miki wan ares /
hi dint no &t-t do nil fl tt so stA //1

hi hci.v a ktndI t. mIkI wanId //

If hi wIn $a res danal wil be htpi /

hil it mIkiz kctdni //

wcn hi wat plejIn besbl miki ftl d&n //

hi done war z mIki Iz haIdin /

d'nal Oi k hi not EvrItIn //

hI Iz r\nIn ovwl ta mikIt h4ws /I

miki se hI hjgri to a bIg dIM /

hi sE mikI it foni //

hi hztz tekIn danalz h<t If

hIz Iks danal noz havt tu tlaI /

dnal GIks hiz g n rIn 9 res 1/

hi taiv jIrz old w~n mIkI brok hIt leg //

iponses to'
Correct; I

C

C

I

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

I

I

I

C

C

Percentage Corrects 60

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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Personal Data Sheet

Sub3 ect: J6 Sex: Age: U4&LQ Grades K Family Members :

Father's Occupation: Rest home attendant

Mother's Occupation: Rest home attendant

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Neither rent completed hi h school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 99jfel iationSore

RESPONSES

Imitation Res pon
(C - Cor?

hi hep.pI J& alkI wn res //

hi dIno al danl Fjt so std /

hi he*v ta kigjndi &.t mIki w'nId /

If hi wIn Ja res danal wIl bi ht,pi /

hil it mikI: k tqndI //

wun hi w plejIn besbal mIkI f El dufn //

hi dint no wcr mikI haIdin /
danl GIak hi no: (vrIOIn //

hi Iz r'nIn ov' ta mIkCz hqrs /

mikI sEd fet hi w4 hAggrI Fr d big dInf //

hi s tz mIki I: fni //1

hi ht: tekIn danald h.t /

hi 01gk d na no: hairtu fI //

danAl tIlka hi gowIn tu wIn a res //

hi wa falv jIrz old wn mikI brok hiz lg //

s es to
ect; I

C

C

I

Questions
- Incorrect)

I

C

I

C

C

I

C

Percentage Correct: 60

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9'

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

15.
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: _7 __ Sex: j Ages jj Grade: Family Membersa

Father's Occupation: Iborer

Mother's Occupation: Ai lwite

Parents' Educational Background: Neither rent c mpleted hi h school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales $ .ati Score

RESPONSES

Imitation Response to Questions
(C - Correct; I - Incorrect)

1. hi h&-*pI det mIki wn a res // C

2. hidInowd:>nAlf sos.d// I

3. hib vy kdIt mIkI wnid//

4. it dznild win t res hi w1l bi htpI /

5. hi it mIki ktndI /1

6. wc(n hi plejIn bebl mikI ttl dnI /

7. hi dono w r miki Is haIdIn // C

8. dnal QI k khi no u'I //

9. hi rinIn ta mIkI hws // C

10. mlkI se hi hoj grI to a bIg dinf //

11. hi se mIki Is fAnI // 1

12. hi htz tekin danalds htt // C

13. hi OIak d nd1 no hqtr to flaI // C

14. dana OI k hi goin t win a res /f

15. hi taiv jir: ol Wen mIkI brok his kgl // I

Percentage Corrects 50
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Personal Data Sheet

Subjects _J& Sext M Age: 4L0 Grade: I Family Members:

Father's Occupation: Dair barn m lee

Mother's Occupation: Wait s

Parents' Educational Background: Father comleted hi ech of

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales j jAej f atonScoe)

RESPONSE

Imitation Res
(C - C

hi hypI :j mIkI wan c)res / /

hi din no wal dan4 fEl sctd //

hi hev k&ndI wat mIkI wtId //

If hi win res donal vi bi ht.pI //

hil it mIkI ktnd //

wcn hi plejIn besbil mIkI fal da n /

hi don no yr mttk haidIn //

d:>nal GIgk hi no EveIn /

hi rAnIn ovS tg mIkI: h it s 1/

mIkI sc t hi wsz henrI fo ca big dInJ /1

hi se mIkI Is tAnI //

hi tekIn d3nal htt /

hi GI-kIn donal no har ts flai /

danal Oi k hi gan win res /

h aIv jirz ol wn mIkI brok hi leg //

ponses to Questions
orrect; I - Incorrect)

C

C

C

I

I

I

C

I

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 40

I



114

Personal Data Sheet

Subjects Jj Sexa t Ages j*Q Grades jK Family Members t

Father's Occupation: Lumberyard employee

Mothers Occupation: Housewife

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Both -arents completed. hig school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 13A e Deviati n sore

RESPONSES

Imitation Respo
(Ca Co

hi I: htpI taetk m~tt wan: t res //1

hi dint no dt dznal fEl so sctd /

hi ht : 4 kctndI d.t mttI wnI d /

If hi wIn:; tres d7nfl wil bi heippI /

hIl it mikiz ke-ndl //

wan hi wa plejIn besbl mIkI fbL dvn //

hi dA znt no war mIkI I z haIdIn
d&na1 OI k hi nos ELvso I f

hi Iz rAnI oWte mi:ki hrs //f

mIkI saEd hi waz htjgrI for a bIg dIn4 I/

hi saz mIkI I: fentII//

hi haz tekin danal hzpt If

hi OIgks dan ld no: hav t; flatI/I

d:nA ®tg ks hit g I5 tu wIn; l res If

hi waz faiv jir: old wEn mIkI brok hSi lag //

rnses to Questions
rect I - Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

i

Percentage Corrects 90

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.



Personal Data Sheet

Subject: J j Sex. j Ages 5jQ Grade: _ Family Members: A2

Father's Occupations Rest home emplyee

Mother's Oupation: Housewife

Parents' Educational BackgroundsN ter cormpI d hi h echoI

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 99 (Are Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Respond
(C - Corr4

hi htpI cttt mIki wln a res //

hi didInt no waI donal felt so seA /

hi hep Zta ka.ndi wAt mIxI w'ntId l/

If hi win da rem &anel wIl bi ha.pI /

hIl it mikiz kendi //

wxn hit plejIn besbfl mII fa.l darn /

hi dznt no wer mIkI Iz haIdIn /

danAl sInk hi no EvJOI/

hi Iz rAnIn ova t a mikiz havs /

mIkI std hi wa: hrygrI for a bIg dInJ //

hi s Ez mIkI Is t'\nI //

hi h z tekIn dinAz hit //

hi Q i k da nold no hav to flaI /

d'nld cink hiz gane win res /

hi wa: taiv jirs old wtsn miki brok hi: leg //f

ses to Questions
ects I - Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

I

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14o

15.

Percentage Correct: 80

I



11(

Personal Data Sheet

Subject: I1 Sex: _f Age: J-7_ Grade: j Family Members:FO:r

Father's Occupation: Dairy bar emplo ee

Mother's Occupation: Housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Neither parent completed hi h school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 97 (Age Deviation Score

RESPONSES

Imitation Respon
(C - Cor

hi Is happI d*t miki wan a res //

hi dIdInt no w&t do-nal f6al so sed //

hi hpv.v a k tndI tm ki wnid /

If hi wIn da res dzrnmbi he.pI //

hil it mIkI kct..di //

yen hi plejIn betb-1 mIkI fel davn //

hi don no wcr mIki Is haIdIn /

danal Od- 1k hi no Evc o I /

hi waz rAnIn ov ta mkI has//

mIki seI hi waz hrjgrI to o big dIn //

hi eel mIkI Is tani /

hi tekin danald htt /

hi GIk d nald no hac tdflaI /

danild Gigk his gon tu win a res /

hi was faiT jirs old wen miki brok his leg //

ses to
et; I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

I

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10,

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 90

C



117

Personal Data Sheet

Subjects 12 Sex. F Ages jQ4 Grades j Family Members:J

Father's Occupation: Laborer

Mother's Occupations Maid

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Both rents comleted high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 101 (Age Deviation Score

RESPONSES

imitation H
(C -

hi Iz hcttpi 46,t mIkI w rz a res //

hi din no wai daneld fElt so std /

hi hctv ira kevndI dettt miki vantid /

If hi wIn a res dan:4d wIl bi hrepi //

hi it mikd kanndI //

vtn hi pleJln besbal mIkI fe darn //

hi dont no wlar miki I: haidin If

dnald tIks hi no: fivrIti2 /1

hi Ix rAnIn ta mIki: hrws //

mIlI sea: hi wa h'grI for E bIg din //

hi seI mtkI Iz ttnI /1

hi hz tekin d'nald h t /

hi tiIts danald no hrv to flatIf/

dznald tiIt hi goa4 wIn a res //

hi faIr jirZ old wEn miki brok hI lcg //

esponses to
Correct; i

C

I

I

C

C

C

C

C

I

Questions
Incorrect)

i.

2.

3,

4.

5,

6.

7,

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Corrects 70

C



118

Personal Data Sheet

Subjects J j Sex: _M Age: 5-40 Grades K Family Members. ,j5

Father's Occupation. Laborer

Mother's Occupation: Housewife

Parents" Educational Background: Neither parent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: i 9 AgerDeviation ScreL

RESPONSES

Imitation Respo
(c - Co:

his hej.pi dtwt mIkl wan 4 res /1

hi din no wa danal El so sat //

hi h&&z d ktvnI wat mIkI wanid //

If hi win da res danal vi bi h.,pI /

hil it mIkI: Ikt-nI //

wen hi wn2 plejIn besbl miki fel deurn //

hi ddno wEr mlki I: haldin //

dt-nal tIgks hi no: EvrrItIj //

hi I: rrnIn ovs ta mikiz hays //

alkI scd hi waz hrjygrI fo a big dIng //
hi s5 mIkI Is fnI

hi h z tekIn dsnal: hit /

hi tlcs dcunal no haur to flaI /

daal tIMks hi gana win d res /

hi wa: taI jirz ol wE.n mIkI brok hiIS lg //

nses to
?ect; I

C

I

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

C

I

C

I

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

140.

15.

Percentage Corrects 70

C



119

Personal Data Sheet

Subject: #1k~ Sex: M Age: 5e11 Grades K Family Members: 1

Father's Occupations Laborer

Mother's Occupation: Housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Mother cormleted hi h school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: j11tAe Deviation Sngr)

RESPONSES

Imitation Responses to Questions
(C - Correct; I - Incorrect)

1. hi htpI dtt mIkI wan dQ res /

2. hi din no wdonAl fel so sad // C

3. hi h td d' ktndI wt mIki wctnId // 1

4. If hi win 9 res d onA1 wIl bi hcg-pI /

5. hIl it mIkI: ktndi// C

6. wen hi wS plejIn bebl mIkI tt1 d 'n //

7. hi daznt no wCr mIkI haIdIn // C

8. do-na G I ,k hi no EvrItI) /

9. hi rAnIn ov t mIkI htr s// C

10. mIki se hi hgjgrI to G bIg dIne //

11. hi se mIki wa: f'nI // C

12, hi tekin d>n1d h-t // C

13. hi tI k den al no hw ta flaI //

14. doa-nl Gik hi gctnmrin da res //

15. hi wSfaiv jIrz ol w n mIki brok hi: z1*g // C

Percentage Correct'F7W



120

Personal Data Sheet

Subjects J j Sex: 2 Age: 5- _ Grades K Family Members: ...

Father's ccupations Cement finisher

Mother's Occupation: usovsite

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Mother completed hi h shoo

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 19 (jgleviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation e
(C -

hi Is hapI daEtt mIikI w n da res /

hi dino waI dnmal felt so sui ,/
hi hv dU kteni w t mIki wcJrid /

If hi wIn d re denal tIl bi htpI /

hil it mIki kai /

wmp hi wm plejIn besbl miki fe1 davn //

hi done ?wr mIkI haIdin //

dnAl GIgk hi no 1ErII /

hi rAnIn ova to mikI hae //1

mIki se hi h4qgri to a bI dIna //

hi se mikI tnir\ //

hi tekin donal ht /

hi @Isk dcnAl no ham tu flal //,

dial It k hi gnm b win a res //

hi falI' 31? ol wen inIki brok hi: lug /

spouses to
Correct, I

I

I

C

Questions
incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4,

5.

6,

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.0

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 80

C



121

Personal Data Sheet

Subjects iJL Sex. ja _ Ages frj Grades 4. Family MembersJ

Father's Occupation: La

Mothers Occupations Sohgol cafeteria employee

Parents' Educational Backgronds eith r t comIted high hoo

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 2kiMLDfl "ion or

RESPONSES

Imitation Re
(C -

hi hat pI dt mIki van res //

hi dIn no wa. da.nA f64 so stwd //

hi hteV d& ketnI vat mikI wanid //

If he win do rep dnal wIl bi ht'pi //

hil it miki: ke-ndIf//

w#n hi wa ple jIn besbfl mIkI ftl drn f/f

hi dine wsr mIkI w zhaidIn /
dol %GIk hi no vrIt% ff

hi rrnin ova td mikI h t a /

mIkI se hi we:a hgrI to a bIg din; If

hi se elk! is taniIf//

hi hiwarv tekIn daa h1wt //f

hi cIrk dnal no hatr t tI//al

do-nal GOk hi gci win a rea If

hi taI jIr: co wEn mIkI brok hI leg //

sponses to
Correct; I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

I

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9,

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Corrects 90

C



122

Personal Data Sheet

Subjects _J1_ Sex. _L Ages 6-8 Grade: Family Members.

Father's Ocupations Laborer

Mother's Occupations Housewife

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Mother completed hi school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales j1092 tgeDeviation Score

RESPONSES

Imitation R e
(C e 4

hi I: kitpI &pt mIkI win res //

hi dIn no twa dnal ftl so std //

hi ht v d k#.nI wA amIkI wantd //

If hi win de res danol wIl bi htpI /1

hi it mIkI kendiIf//

wen hi plejIn besbal miki f61 darn /

hi dono w r mIki haIdIn //

&naal ear K hi no SvritiIf

hi ranin ofv to miki hav //

mIkI se hi hA3gri fo bIg dine //

hi se mIkI f\nI //

hi tekin da-mal hE t /I

hi ®12k danal no hax tu flat ff

dital OIvks hi gand win a res 1/

hi fatv jirz old wEn mikI brok hIz lEg //

sponses to
Correct: I

C

I

C

Questions
Incorrect)

C

C

I

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9,

10.

I1.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Corrects 80

C



123

Personal Data Sheet

Subject: X18 Sex: tM_ Ages 61 Grades _ Family Members: :

Father's Occupation: Laborer

Mother's Occupation: Waitress

Parents' Educational Baokgroind: Neither prent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 106 (ARe Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

imitation
(C -

h i h m.p I d -t m I k I w n a r e s p /

hi dIno wI danval fEl so sud . /

hi h - a kae.ndi wit mIkI wtnId /

If he wIn a res denal #I1 bi haepi /

hill it mIki k4 .ndI /
wtn hi plejIn besbcl mikI fEl dawn 1/

hi dAzn no w&r mIkI Iz haIdIn //

dcnAl Gbk hi: no Gvsel /

hi rAnIn ovS taimkI hus //1

mIkI se hi waz hh gri fr a bIg dIne /

hi sec miki It z fn //

hi hw: tekIn danel het /

hi GI k d nald no hay tu flat /

d-nal GIrAk hi gcna win a res /

hi taI jIrz ol wen imkI brok hIz ls //

responses to
Corrects I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

I

C

C

I

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 80

C



124

Personal Data Sheet

Subject: 1& Sex: 2_ Age: _6l Grades 1 Family Members: 6

Father's Occupations Dairy bar employee

Mother's Occupations Housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Neither parent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale a17 (Age i eviationscre)

RESPONSES

Imitation Respo
(C - Cor

hi hq pI g miki V4?1 a res /1

hi din no wal d-n l fcl so std /

hi MA a kci ndI wa mkI waId //

it hi win res d cnl wIl bi WpI /

hi it mikI k*nd1 //

wEn hi waz ple jIn besbl miki fel dayn //

hi d/\zn no w~r miki I: haIdIn /

da11 GIck hi no vrIGIn //

hi Iz rhnin owl tu mlkI ha's /

mIki se hi h'r grI fo big dIna //

hi se miki Is f/iI /1

hi ha tekIn dna htt /

hi & I .k da-n41 no hvr tu flat //

dADn 0 GIc hi gcna win a res /

hi ws: faiv jIr old wzn mikI brok hIz ls /

nses to
'rect ; I

C

C

I

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

I.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 90

C



125

Personal Data Sheet

Subject: f20 Sex: F Age: 6 2Grade: 1 Family Members:

Father's Occupations Laborer

Mothers Occupation: Housewife

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Neither parent comleted high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 102j(AgeDeviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Respoi
(C - Cor

hi hdI krz mIkI wan a res //

hi donor wai dnAl fel so satd //

hi h z kanI viat mIki wtnId //

If hi wIn 4 res do.nal wil bi h pI //

hII it mikI k4ni //

wzn hi waz plejin besba.l mIki fL dqivrn /

hi done wzr mIkI haIdIn //

do-nil o Ig k hi no cvrIGI8 //

hi Iz rNnin ov tu miki hjws /

mIkI se hi wz hmgrI fo a big dIna /

hi se mIki Is fAni /

hi h4-z tekin d nsl hit /

hi o Iik dctna no h4lvc tu flaI /

do-na GI k hi g"an win 2 res /

hi waz faI jIra old wEn mIkI brok hit lg //

rses to
rect; I

C

C

C

Questions
o incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.0

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.#

Percentage Corrects 100

C



126

Personal Data Sheet

Subjects #21 Sex. F Age: j Grades j, Family Members:2

Father's Occupations Laborer

Mother's Occupations Housewife

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Neither Parent comleted hi h school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 107i e Qeviation Score

RESPONSES

Imitation Respond
(C - Cor

hi Iz htm pI dat mI I win res //

hi dIn no waI da,njl f6l so st-d //

hi hcz d ktandI wat mIkI wanid //

If hi win d a res d unal wIl bi hz.piIf

hi it mIki kgundi //

Wun hi weiz plejIn besbl mIki fsl &n //

hi dont no wer mIkI It haIdIn //

crnal GIhk hi n o SJoII /1
hi it rAnIn 074a tu miki hyse //1

mIkI sEd rt hi waz hAsgrI fo bIg dna //

hi sEz mII I: fanI //

hi hpz tekln dital htpt /

hi OI k dona1 no h4 to flal //

da nal GInk hi gI tu win da res /

hi waz fair Jirz old wEn mIkI brok hIz lEg //

ses to
ect; I

C

C

C

Questions
o Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Corrects 100

C



127

Personal Data Sheet

Subject: J g Sex: M Age: Grade: J Family Members:

Father's OcOupatione Dair bar employee

Mother's Occupation: HousewgIf

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Nelther usrent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale. j1LL mf11ieD a Scgea

RESPONSES

Imitation Respo
(C - Cor

hi is hc pI Set MiKi wan a res //1

hi din no waI dana fEl so sib //

hi htv d k nI wa t itkI w arId /

If hi win d rep dwnG nil bi Wappi //

hil it mIkE ksnndI 1/

wzn hi plejIn beb4ulmIkI tl dQrn /1

hi donor war mIkI I: haIdIn /

dc-wl SIgk hi no Lv YGIr1g //
hi wiz rAni ov t mikl! hoVrs /

mIkI se hi wz hygrI to bIg dIna /1

hi se mII It frnI //1

hi hev tekcen dol habut //f

hi cI k donAl no hac tu fla //1

dc-ncl GIk hi gnca wIn a res /

hi wa faIt jIrz ol wn mIkl brok hIt lag //

noes to
ret; I

C

C

C

Questions
o Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Corrects 100

C



128

Personal Data Sheet

Subjects fl Sex: j Ages _6-1fj Grades 1 Family Members:s

Father's Occupation: School cafeteria employee

Mother's Occupations H use ite

Parents' Educational Background: Mother completed high sehol

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 106(AefDvition Score)

RESPONSES

imitation Re
(C -

hi Iz hepI dt t mIkI wn d res //

di din no waI dcnal f6l so std /1

hi hcttv a kndi wt mIkIt wanId /

If hi 4fn a res da-nal wIl be h&pi /

hi it mIki kcwndI //

wcx hi was plejIn besbl mIkI fe1 dvn //

hi donor wEr mIkI haIdIn /1

damal Sirk hi no EvOIg /

hi Iz rrsnin ovr te mIki hats /

mIkI se hi wz hAfgrI to a bIg dIna /

hi se mIki iz frnI //

hi h4az tekIn danel hzrt /

hi OIik danA no hay tu flat /

d na1 GIk hi gota win a res //

hi farv jIrz old wEn mikI brok hi leg //

sponges to
Correct I

C

C

Questions
" Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

I

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,

7.,

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Corrects 80

C



129

Personal Data Sheet

Subject: 24 Sex: F Ages 68 Grades fl_ Family Members. 2

Father's Occupations Service station attendant

Mother's Occupations School maid

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Neither parent completed hi Rh school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 16 (Ate Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation RespI
(C -Ce:

hi It happI d&t mIkI wan a res /

hi dIno wat dnal fcl so svA-d /

hi hauv a ktndI w at mII wamaId //

If hi win 4a res dconl wil bi hctpi /1

hIl it miki k -ndI //

wan hi waz plejIn besbal mIkI fcl dqyn //

hi dont no war mIki Iz haIdIn //

d&nal 6Iwka hi not &rrIei /

hi Iz rtnIn ovS ta mIkI hitvs //

mIkI se hi It hrggri to a bIg dIna //

hi sEz mIkI Iz NnI //

hi hcz tekin dnal haMt //

hi Gik k driaa no h u tu flaI /

dcnal eirsk hi gcna win a res //

hi waz fa jirz ol wEn mikI brok hIz leg /

Onses to Questions
rrect; I Incorrect)

C

I

C

C

C

C

C

C

c

I.

2.

3.

'4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct. 90

C



130

Personal Data Sheet

Subject: J.j Sex: M n Ages J tGrades 2 Family Members. J

Father's Occupation: Laborer
Mother's Occupations Housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Both parents completed hi school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 101 (Ate Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Resp
(C - Co

hi h pI 4&tt mIkI wan - res //

hi dino wr d.xnl f l so std //

hi hap z t) kevndi ,Y mIkI wnid /
If hi win res dn al wI bi hg,/pI

hi it mikI: kqpni /

wEn hi plejIn besbal mIkI V t drn If

hi dIn no wcr mIkI haIdln /

dtnal GIjks hi no E.vrII2 //

hi Iz rnIn ova t mIkI h2ws //

mIkI szz hi h'grI to a bIg diny //

hi se mIkI Is trnI II

hi hez tekIn da.nal kht //

hi GIgk dc-n4 no hag t4 falI/

d nAl GIgk hi gana rIn ds yes /

hi wz faI jIrs ol wn mikI brok hitz la I//

onses to
rrects I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

110

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 90

I
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: J#&L Sex: j Age: 2711 Grades 2 Family Members:

Father's Occupation: Service stati n employe

Mother's Occupation: Housewife

Parents' Edueational Background: Neither par nt completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 101(Ag&Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Respo
(C - Cor

hi I z ha;pI k : mIkI wan ta res /

hi din no waI dzntl fElt so seAd //

hi h4.: 4a ktaridl wat mICI wonId //

If hi win: 4a res dwnal wIl bi hypI

hIl it mikI: kctzldl /

wEn hi wax plejIn besb4l mIkI f l darn /

hi dNz no wcr mIki Iz haIdln J/

danl OI: ks hi no EvrIG13 I /1

hi I: rNnln ovi t a mIkI hays //

mIkI ssd hi waz hAngrI for a bIg dn4 /

hi ss mIkI Iz f nnI //

hi hEz tekin danelz hit /

hi GI ks dutal noz ha.r tu flal /

del GIr ks hi: gatt win da res //

hi waz faiv jirz ol wan mIkI brok hiz lcg //

rises to
rect; I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

2,
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 90

I
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Personal Data Sheet

Subjects _fiL Sets _F Ages _Jj9 Grade: 2 Family Members: 1fl

Father's Occupations Scho I custodian

Mother's Occupations Housewife

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Neither parent completed high schoo

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 9Ai evationScoe

RESPONSES

Imitation Respo
(C -Cor

hi I hiv pI tait mIkI wan a res /

hi dIno waI dAnal f l so std //

hi h: aJ kwndI vt MIIk wa nId //

If hi win deres dc-nal wl bi h.pi //

hIl it miki kendI //

wart hi waz plejIn besbQal mIkI fil dan //

hi dA znt no wxir mlkI It haIdIn /

dctnal tI3k hi no: EvtItj /

hi r\nin ovf ta mkIz herws //

mIkI se hi vat hAggrI fo a bIg dIn //

hi sEz mIkI fnnI If

hi: tekin do-n al het If

hi Otsk dam al no h4sr tu flat //1

donal GIrk hi ga&n win da res If

hi w : fai JIrz ol wen mikI brok hi: ltg //

inses to
recta I

C

C

C

Questions
Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

8.

9,

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 100

C
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: #8 Sex: F Age: 711 Grade: 2 Family Members: j

Father's Occupation: Construction corn nmn emplo ee

Mother's Occupation: Housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Neither parent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 107 (Age Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Respond
(C - Corr

hi Iz het pI tt mII wn -res //

hi dtdn no waI dmAnal fsl so sd /

hi hQj.2 4t kendI te.t mIkI w cnId //

If hi wInz et res dinel wI bi h.pI /

hIl it mIld: karsxdI //

win hi wsz plejIn besbal mIkI fU d4arn //

hi d'zn no ver mIkI I haIdIn //

d nAl tlgcs hi no: CvrIGIO //

hi I: rAnIn ovY t mIkI: h vys z/

mIkI sad 4tt hi waz hA^ 3grI for a bIg dInJ //

hi s&:z mIk I: fniII//

hi ht-Z tekIn dnAl ha ..t //

hi GIk dcnAl no hQv tu fla /1

d"-nal EIk hi gaZg tu win d4 res /1

hi wa faIv JIrz old wEn mikl brok hIz leg //

ses to
ect; I

C

C

C

Questions
Incorrect)

C

C

I

C

C

C

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7,

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 90

C



134

Personal Data Sheet

Subject: # Sex: F Age: - Grade: 2 Family Members: 6
Father's Occupations Laborer

Mother's Occupation: Waitress

Parents' Educational Background: fNither renteomleted hiih school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale j0(eDeviationS e

RESPONSES

Imitation Resp
(C e Cc:

hi It h Ipi 4Mt mIkI wan res If

hi din no waI daal f E so setA /

hi harz a k andI wat mIkI vanId //

If hi wIn: res denAl wil bi hepi

hil it miki k tI// ndi

wcn hi vat plejIn besbl miki fl dqvn If

hi dAznt no wer mikl It haIdIn /

del GIgks hi no EvrI f I/

hi I z rAnIn ovi tu mkI z hays //

mkI sEd hi vaz h'vjgrl far big dInJ //

hi sEz mIki Iz ftnI /

hi h?&z tekin dmnal hct f//

hi QIrk de-nal no hF tu flai //f

dsnA GIgk hi g tv win da res f/

hi vat LaWv jIr oi wEn mikI brok hIz If!/

onses to Questions
rrect; I - Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11,

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 100

C
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: J0 Sex: F Ages -j Grade: 2 Family Members: F2C h
Father's Occupation: Church janitor

Mother's Occupation: Housewife

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Neither parent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 12(age Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

imitation Respond
(C - Corn

hi It hepI d&&t mlkI won 3 res If

hi dIdInt no waI denAld fPelt so st-d //

hi hI4z ke&-ndI daw-t mIkI wqnld /1

If hi win a res dasnal wIl bi hewplIf

hil it mIkI k asndI /1/

wxn hi waz plejIn besbl mlIki ft l day#n /

hi dAznt no wcr mikI Iz haldIg //

daneld Gtr- 5ks hi not EvrnIx //

hi Iz rrinin ova tu mkIs haws /1

mIkI se hi wa: h'jgrI tfor big dn4 I/

hi se miki I z fnnI /

hi h z tekIn danalz htt /

hi LIik daln noz hatw tu flaI /

dnafl rjks hi g&m win d res If

hi w*z faI'' jIrz old wEn mIkI brok hI ]Eg //

ses to
ect; I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 90

C



136

Personal Data Sheet

Subject: 231 Sex: F Ages 7r Grade: L Family Members : 6

Father's Occupation: Carwash emploee

Mother's Occupation:' Drug store emplo so

Parents' Educational Background: Both parents completed hih school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 104 (Age Deviatianicore)

RESPONSES

Imitation Res porn
(C - Corn

hi Iz hepI 44t mikI whn k ros //1

hi din no Vcu dc~nal tJl so s4ed //

hi h t 1) kt ndi wat mIk wcnId //

If hi wInz a res dsarwl wIi bi htpi /
hiil it mikI k endI /

WEln hi wo: plejIn beW4 mIki fel da n //

hi dta:en no vEr mIki I: haIdin /

du al eBigks hi no: nvriGI /1

hi I: rhnIn ova t& mIki: hvs //

miki std hi wa: hn grI to bIg dine //

hi se mIkI i TtnI /

hi hep: tekIn dal ha.t- //

hi &I!Sk dCe 1 no haqv tu al 1aI/

d nal oI k hi gcn win G res /
hi we: t air 3m:z old wsn miki brok hi: leg /

sos to
ect:s I

C

C

Questions
o Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 90

C



137

Personal Data Sheet

Subjects J32 Ses _j Age: 7-9 Grades j_? Family Members.:

Father's Occupations Laborer

Mother's Ocupations Housewife

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Mother completed hi h school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 99jAe jDeviationScorr)

RESPONSES

Imitation Respon
(C - Corr

hi It hc.p IaI&.t ulkI w n te res /

hi din no waI d'nAl hI so s -d /
hi h ct - ktndI wat mIkI wond /

If hi win: A4 res 4anA vil bi h&pI //

hil it mki kndi //1

wcn hi w: pleJin besb4l mitt f61 darn //

hi dAzn no wcr mIkI it haIdln //

damal OIrk hi not Er4eI //

hi I: rhnIn ovd tu mIki: wrs /

m I se hi Iz h jgrI fo big dIm /

hi sEz mikI it fAnI //

hi hctst tekin d nalz hat /

daAl t3Idk hi g a rIn & wes //

hi OI k dbnal no hair tu flaI //

hi wez fai jir: old wEn mIki broke hi: l g /

ses to
et; I

C

I

C

Questions
Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

II.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Corrects 90

C



138

Personal Data Sheet

Subject sjf Sex: 1 Ages 8 Grades fl Family Members: 3
Father's Occupation: Labqrer

Mother's Occupations Maid

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Neither parent comleted hi h s hool

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 1O (Age Devfation Scgre)

RESPONSES

Imitation Resp
(C a Co

hi It hepi 4a-t mIki wan 4 res /
hi dino wI drntcl f so ad //

hi ha-v Aa kl.ndi wt mikI wunId /

If hi wIn 4a roe d.nal Il bi bt.pi //

hil it mikit ktndi //

w6n hi vaxz ple jIn besb4 mIki Fl dayn If

hi dont no wtr mIkI It haIdin //

dornl GIv ks hi no vrigir3 /

hi it rhnIn or' td mIkis ha-rs /1

mIki se hi nwa hggrI to bIg ding //

hi sEz mikI is f ni //

hi htz tekin da-nlz ht //f

hi 0kk d(nal no haur tu flai //

do-nal GI ks his gc-av win res /

hi vat tar JIr ol win mikI brok hIz 16g //

onses to
rrect; I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

I.i

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct. 100

C

0
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: #34 Sex: F Ages 8-'? Grades j_ Family Members: j

Father's Occupations Laborer

Mother's Occupations Motel maid

Parents' Educational Background: Both parents completed hi h school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 105 (Age Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

imitation Res pons
(C - Corr

hi I: ha-pI 4ai-t mIkI iran 4a res //1

hi dIno waI dn3 flt so setd //

hi h tz knwdI 4& t mIkI wanId /

If hi wIn: t res 4 nel Ill bi hepI //

hil it miki: kndI /

wEn hi ra: plejIn besbu4 mikI fUE d4-n /

hi doznt no wer mIkI I: haIdin /1

doral GIrks hi no:EvrI&I9 //

hi I: irnIR ovJ tu mIkIz havs /

mIkI sEd w:*tt hi i: hwrgrI fr a bIg dInO /

hi se, mIkI I: fAnl/I

hi ht: tekIn don4: ht-t /

hi &I 3ks dohnal no: h& tu flat /

da-n 1 0Irks hi: gcn win 4& res /

hi . w: fai ijirz old wEn miki brok hi: lag //

see to
ect; I

C

C

C

Questions
o Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.0

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 100

C



140

Personal Data Sheet

Subject: Jj Sex: Age: &L' Grade: J Family Members: 4
Father's Occupa ton: Farm laborer

Mother's Occupations Housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Neither parent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 104JAgeDefiation S ore)

RESPONSES

Imitation Respon
(C a Corr

hi I z ha pI tat mIkI wa-n 4 res /

hi dIno vaI dconl fclt so std //

hi h z t- k ndI 4ait mIkI wantId /

If hi win t3 res denAl wIl bi he pI //

hil it mI]kz kc-ndI /

wcn hi wa plejIn besb.-d mIkIt fcl davn /

hi dznt no wEr mIkI It haIdtn /

danal Gigks hi no: vriGI //

hi Iz rAnIn ova ta- mItkI hVs //f

mIkI sEd tact hi wxa: hhygrI fbr big dInd //

hi se mIkI Iz frnnI //

hi hap, z tekIn daalz hpt /

hi Giks danAld noz har tu flat /

d"-nal Iriks hi: gc-na win -a resal

hi vat fair jIrz old wn mIkI broke hI: 1.g //

ses to
ect: I

C

C

C

Questions
o Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

I

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 90

C

r
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: _dj, Sex: j_ Ages 4 fr Grades Family Members: L

Father's Occupation: Laborer

Mother's Occupation: Dress factory employee

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Both parents completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: jl0JAsgDeviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Res pone
(C - Corn

hi Iz httt pI 4aut mIkI wan jares //
hi dlno waI fsl so saA //f

hi haz d kanI dayt mIkI wnId //f

If hi wInz a res dmal wIl bi htapI /

hil it mIkIz ktv-ndI //

wan hi w z plejIn besba-d mIi f&l divrn /I

hi donor w r mIkI I: haIdln /

dronal4 etk hi no EvrIst3 //
hi Iz rAnln ovi ta mIkI hays /

mIkI se hi waz hflgrI for big dInf /

hi se mIkI Iz fnI //

hi h e-z tekln dAslz ha&it If

hi OIjks dtnal no hat tu flat //

dcnal sIais hi go-n wIn da res If

hi WdZ fatv jIrz old yen mitt brok htz lag //

ses to
act; I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4,

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

1.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Corrects 100

C



142

Personal Data Sheet

Subjects J.2Z Sex .j Age: 8 Grades _ Family Members i 7

Father's Occupations Laborer

Mother's Occupations Maid

Parents' Educational Backgrounds Both parents comleted high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 103 Ae Deviation Secre

RESPONSES

imitation Respon
(C - Corr

hi Iz ha.pI 4c-t mIki wn P" re //

hi dIdin no waI dana f61 so se d /

hi ha-z da kendI dca.t mIkI tnid /

If hi win: 4a res donal wl bi hcgpi //
hIl it mIkIz kandI //

w in hi w z plejIn besba-4 mIkI f6l dvn //

hi do no w&r mIkI I: haIdin /1/

darn G 1Mks hi noz Eva'0i//

hi I: rmnln ov6 tat mIkI: hqys //

mIkI sEz hi waz hhggrI fr a bIg dInX'//

hi s~z mIki I: fnnI //

hi hap: tekIn doanalz hegzt //

hi O&-gks dona ld noz haw tu t I /

dAnA BIrs hi: gcana win 44 res //

hi waz falv jIrz old wen mIkI brok hIz 16g //

ses to
ect; I

C

C

C

Questions
o Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

1410

15.

Percentage Corrects 100

C
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: J,38 Sex: _[_ Ages 8- Grade: f Family Members: _

Father's ,ccupations Laborer

Mother's Occupations Housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Both parents completed hi.h school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 22 (Age Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Res po(n
(C Corr

hi Is hppI tet mIkI wtn 4 res //

hi dIn no wal dndAl fait so sigd /

hi hz.. d kmndI dct.t mIkI wld //1

If hi wInz da res dcnaxl vii bi ha pI /

hIl it mIkIs kerr-ndI /

wn hi waz plejIn besb- mIkI fr.I darn /

hi dAzn no wcr mIkI Iz haIdln //

danal OIrjks hi noz Evrll1 /
hi I z rAnIrt onv td mIkI: ha 8 /

mIkI sed hi wez hhggrl for a big dinr' /

hi se mkt Iz ftAn //

hi htz tekIn dandl ha-t /

hi Ika dnal no hir tu fla //

danal GIc ks hi go-n wIn a res /

hi w zfatv jirs old wEn mIkI brok hIz lag //

ses to
icts I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9,

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.,

15.

Percentage Correct: 100

C
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: J _ Sex: M Age: 8fr Grade: f _Family Members: j

Father's Occupation: Construction worker

Mother's Occupation: Housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Neither parent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 10' (JAge Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Resl
(C - C

hi h pI k- z mIkI wan res /

hi din no wxa d-na f61 so segd /

hi hap-z k&nI dc.t mIkI wanId //

If hi wine res &n wI bi h-pI /

hi it mIkiz kcnI //

wEn hi plejIn besb.1 mIkI fil daxrn

hi dant no war mIkI Iz haIdIn /

dcna ®IMks hi no LvseI //

hi Iz rAnIn ova t mItkI huvs // .

mIkI sd hi wdz h'\grI fo a big dina /

he s Ez mIkI Iz ft nI //

hi tekIn danal ht //

hi ®Igk daa al no hair tu f laI //

dcanal eI3ks hi gena win d& res /

hi wn faiv jir ol wcn miki brok hi lsg //

ponses to
orrect; I

C

C

C

Questions
o Incorrect)

I

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9,

10.

11.

12.

13.

14,

15.

Percentage Correct: 90

C



Personal Data Sheet

Subject: #14.0 Sex: _ Age: J- Grade: J Family Members: _.3

Father's Occupations Laborer

Mother's Occupation: Maid

Parents' Educational Background: Neither parent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 102 (Age Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Res pon
(C - Corr

hi I: htg-pI 4et..t mIlk wan t res /

hi dint no waI dc4nal fslt so sgd /

hi h.v t; ka:.ndI 4at mIk I wctId /

If hi wInz ts res do-nal wIl bi h pI /

hil it mikI k cndI /1

wuEn hi waz plejIn besbal mIkI fl dern //

hi dnsznt no war mIkI Iz haidI /

d.no SIgks hi noz EvrIOI1 //

hiz rhnin ova' to MiKi hus //

mIkI std hi wiz. hrigrt for L bIg dIn4 /

hi sE z mIk I fni //

hi hi-z tekIn danalz hit-t //

hi GI is don4l no hapr tu flat //

danal orgiks hie gana wtn C res //

hi wt fatv jIrz old wsn mIkI broke hIz leg //

ses to
ect; I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 100

C

145



146

Personal Data Sheet

Subject: 2s L Sex F Ages j-4 Grade: j4 Family Members:FhO2nt

Father's Occupations carpenter

Mother's Occupation: Housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Neither parent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 100 (Ate Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Res pons
(C - Corre

hi Iz heapI da-ut mIkI wan dc res //

hi dIdnt no vaI dnald fElt so std /

hi h'v 4 k t!.ndI da:,t mIkI vo-nId /

If hi win da res donal wIi bi hapi //

hIl it mikIz ktW-ndI //

wgn hi waz plejIn besbal mIkI fEl dan /

hi dnznt no wEr mIkI Iz haidIn /

danAl Qi k hi no: EvrItI 2 //

hi Iz rnnn ova tu mIkI hvis /

miki sr,d dart hi waz hnggri for G bIg dInS /

hi sz mIkI Iz fnI /

hi hEz tekIn donal h at //

hi eigk dacnal no htvrtu flat //

dcal GIgk hi gI3 tu win 4 res /

hi vaz faIv jIrz ol wan mIkI brok hIz 1 g //

;es to Questions

ct; I - Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Correct: 100

C
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: #42 Sex: F Age: -1 L Grade: 4 Family Members: .

Father's Occupation: Farmer

Mother's occupation: Housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Mother comleted high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: A18(Aae Deviation Score

RESPONSES

Imitation Respond
(C e Corn

hi Iz haypI tt mIkI ni da res //

hi dIno waI danal fel so stA 1/

hi hig z t i nI wat mIkI wontld /

If hi winZ Th res dnal wI1 bi h.pI 1/

hil it mikI: kendi //

wcn hi plejIn besb mIkI fEl da:yn/

hi dont no wcr mIkI Iz haIdIn /

d'4al OI3ks hi no tvrieij//

hi Iz rAnIn ov tu mIkI: haers /

mIkI se hi wz hAugrI ftr bIg dIng //

hi se mIkI I: t\nI /1

hi havv tekIn danal hzit /

hi ®Irk dctnsl no hav tu flat //

d n1 GIkhi g'I tu wIn d4 res //

hi wa: faiT jirz old wsn mIki brok hIz leg //

ies to
ect; I

C

C

C
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C
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C
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C
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Percentage Correct s100
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Personal Data Sheet

Subjects J4 Sex: ' Age: 9-10 Grades 4 Family Members:

Father's Occupations Laborer

Mother's Occupations Waitress

Parents' Education Backgrounds Both parents completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 98 (Ae Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

imitation Response
(C - Corn

hi I z hapI 4ctt muk vwn res //

hi dIdInt no wat d w l felt so sagd //

hi h&&z t k agdI ta -t mlkI v-ntld /

If hi win 4c res dctanl 1wIl bi h.pI //

hil it mlkIs kidI /

wn hi vat plejIn besbcl mlkI fEL dtu /

hi dAznt no ver mlkI Iz haidln /

d&nal OIrks hi not EvrIe /

hi Iz r'nin ova t4 mIki: hQrs //

mIkI sEd tet hi w4z h ggrI fbr a bIg dIn1//

hi saz miki I: ftAnI //

hi hart tekin do-nA hat /

hi 0 Igk dauna not h4 tu fla //1

doan eIgks his gxnou win 1a res /

hi vat faIv jirz old wEn mkI brok hI: leg //

esto
ict ; I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C

C

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Percentage Corrects 100

C
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject: 44 Sex: _F Age: _-jL Grade: 4 Family Members: 1.

Father's Occupation: Construction worker

Mother's Occupation: Housewife

Parents' Education Background: Neither }rent completed hIgh school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 18 Ae Deviation Score

a-101i 0-WI NO

RESPONSES

Imitation Respor
(C - Cor

hi Is htepI dact mikI wan da res //

hi dino aI dctndl felt so std /

hi htt: 4 kt-ndI 4art mIkI wonId /

If hi wIns t. res donal wil bi ha-pI /

hIl it mIkiZ kt-ndi /

wcn hi waz plejIn besbl mIki f.1 dt.vn/

hi d \znt no wer mIkI Ix haIdIn //1

dcnA GIks hi no: EvritI /

hi Is rhnIn ova td mikIs ha;ws /

mIkI se hi ws hhggri to e big dIn //

hi sZ z mikI IZ ftnI /

hi hts tekIn dccwalz htt /

hi eI k donAl no has tu flal //

dnpA O9I 3k hi gono win 4 res //

hi was fair JIrz ol wrn mikI brok hIz //

ises to Questions
rects I - Incorrect)

C
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15.

Percentage Corrects 100
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Personal Data Sheet

Subjects Jfl Sex: 1 Age: ffwl- Grade: 4_ Family Members: fl

Father's Occupation: Airport Employee

Mother's Occupation: housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Both parents completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 102 (Age Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Res pon
(C - Corn

hi Iz he.4pI t mIkI w n *4o res //

hi dIno waI danal felt sos-d//

hi hejz & k .ndI wot mIkI wanId //

If hi win t res dcn4l wIl bi h pi /

hil it mikIt kapndI /1

WEn hi z plejIn besbad1 mIkI fcl dawn //

hi dnant no wrr mIkI Iz haIdIn /

dcal GIgks hi noz EvrIIr //

hi Is r'\nin ov:l to mIkiz hys /1

mIkI sEa hi was hAgrI for big dIn' //

hi s cz mIkI Is f/\ni //

hi h4-z tekin donalz h4it //

hi pIrqks dont alno havtu flaI /

danal GI3ks his ga"na win to res /

hi waz faiv jirs old wcn miki brok hIs leg //

ses to
ectg I

C

C

C

Questions
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C
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Personal Data Sheet

Subjects J.j Sex: MA Age: j7- Grade: Family Members: JL
Father's Occupstion: Schoo custodian

Mother's Occupation: Waitree

Parents' Educational Background: Neither parent completed h#t school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scales 10(eDeviation Scne

RESPONSES

Imitation Respon
(C - Corn

hi Iz hepI ttctzt mIkI wn res If

hi dino aI drnal fsl so s4 d /.

hi hz 4 a katndi wat mikI wnid /I

If hi win 1,. res danal wIl bi hp If//

hil it mIki: k4tndi /

ven hi wot plejIn besb4 mIkI f4 ditun /

hi dAvlt no wcr mikI I: haIdIn //i

dxns> GItk hi not &vnIGI II

hi I: r'\nin ova tu mIki: hors If

mIki se 4t hi waz hA3grI f'or a bIg dIM' //

hi si* mIkI Iz f niII/

hi hM: tekIn do'nl hat //I

hi 0 It s donJL noz har tu flaI 1/

dena GIks hi: gana win a res //

hi va: far jIrz old wen miki brok hI leg //

3e5 to
et I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C
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C
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Personal Data Sheet

Subject sJ L Sex: j Age: J% Grade: A sFamily Members :

Father's Occupation: Construction worker

Mother's Occupation: Rest home emploee

Parents' Educational Background: Neither parent completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale: 102 (Age Defvation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Respond
(C - Corr

hi IZ hzttpI tet mIkI wan t4 res //

hi dIdInt no wa danAl felt so saA /

hi ha 4a ktrndI 4-t miki wntld /

If hi wInz t res dqanel wIl bi hepi /

hIll it mid: ktndi //

wcn hi waz plejin besb-l mki fcl drn //

hi dN nt no wcr mII Iz haldin If

dnA OIks hi no EvriOIj //

hi: rnIin ovJ' t miki: havs

mTkI sfd 4t hi w9z h\3grI for a big dInc //

hi sc mIkI Iz ftnt //1

hi hgz tekIn dnA:z ha t //

hi ei0ks drnal no, her tu flaI /

deanA GI3ks hi: gina- win 45* res //

hi wa: faiv jIrz old wEn mIkI brok hiz lsg //

ses to Questions
ect; I a Incorrect)

C

C

C
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C
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Personal Data Sheet

Subjects J8j Sex: jM_ Age: J9Q Grade: 4_ Family Members:

Father's Occupation: Construction worker

Mother's Occupation: Housewife

Parents' Educational Background: Both parents completed high school

Results of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale : 103 (Age Deviation Score)

RESPONSES

Imitation Respo
(C - Car:

hi Iz h'8-pI tt mIki w n 4c. res /

hi dno wal d'mncl felt so std /

hi het-Z*ot kapndi Ttt mIki wz~nId //

If hi winz t res donal wIl bi hpIl/
hil it mIkI kcpndi //

wsn hi waz pe jIn besba- mIkI fElt diyn /

hi donor wer mIkI Iz haidIn //

dtn;4l GrGiks hi noz EvrIGI 2 /

hi rAnIn ova t; mIkIz h as 1/

mIkI se hi waz h' grI or 4 bIg dInY'/

hi se mIkI I z fAnI //

hi hsyz tekIn dtqmAlz hcit /1

hi Q Ik damal no h&ar tu flal //

donA GIgk hi3gcavwIn etares//

hi wa z faiv jirz 0l wcn mIkI brok hiz iCg //

rses to
rect; I

C

C

C

Questions
- Incorrect)

C

C

C

C

C
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Percentage Correct: 90
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KEY FOR PHONETIC SYMBOLS

Consonants

e
think
both
breath

choose
watch
chapter

5
azure
pleasure
measure

wish
shoot
cash

yellow
tes
you

sins
wrong
fans

Vowels

r av
stay
welgh

look

took
shook

above
among
around

head
set
dead

moon
soon
tool

OU NO

water
weather
gather

cat
lap
mad

0

hgme
ogpe

courage
surrey
murder

Di phthongs

' u

cow
brow
shower

this
them
mother

,junk
wedge
jell

see
leak
week

A
0

corp

sore

sloom ,

0
law
caught
all

I
sick
rim
hit

Lt

calm
arm
farm

A
above
among
lucky

Q I
sky
lie
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